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ABOUT RESEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS AND THE URBAN EDUCATION PROJECT

Research for Better Schools (MIS) is a private, non-profit, educational research and development firm. ( )ur
sponsors include many clients from the public and private sectors. MIS has been funded by the U.S. Department of
Education to serve as the educational laboratory for the Mid-Atlantic region since 1966.

The present mission of the Urban Education Project builds upon the past experience of MIS. The Project
seeks to initiate and support efforts to improve and restructure schooling in urban districts. Emphasis is placed on
helping urban educators meet the diverse needs of students by developing an integrated knowledge base which
incorporates and disseminates the most current, promising, and pertinent research.

The Urban Education Framework presents a new vision of the urban learner as culturally diverse, capable,
motivated, and resilient (Bernal, 1980; Stevenson & Stigler, 1992; Tharp, 1989; and Winfield, 1991). This view
represents a major paradigm shift in research and theories of intelligence, learning, and instruction that could lead to
a new order of results for urban learners. The new view challenges former sweeping generalizations of urban learners
as deprived, underachieving, unmotivated, and at-risk. It suggests that urban educators build on strengths of the
urban learner by embracing change that utilizes research on cultural diversity and learning, unrecognized ability and
underdeveloped potential, enhancing ability development through motivation and effort, and resilience. The Urban
Education Framework is grounded in the belief that focused educational change that gives special attention to
urban learner issues can heighten opportunities for students to achieve academic success and life-long productivity.
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OVERVIEW

Belinda L. Williams
Director, Urban Education Project,

Research for Better Schools, Inc.

Urban students are often described as culturally deprived, lacking abilities, unmotivated to learn, and at risk.
These negative characterizations of urban learners represent a view that limits the development of strategies and
programs that will improve urban education. Three decades of various efforts designed to remediate deficits (e.g.,
remediation, tracking, and labeling) have not significantly changed urban achievement and drop-out statistics.

The Research for Better Schools (RBS) Urban Education Project decisionmaking framework for restructuring
urban schools represents a paradigm shift that identifies the failure to adequately educate urban children as the
failure of educational systems as opposed to a failure of students. The RBS Urban Education Project shares the
dismay expressed by The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1988) ..."we are deeply troubled
that a reform movement launched to upgrade the education of all students is irrelevant to many children largely
black and Hispanic in our urban schools." The RBS staff does not believe that current reform strategies focusing
on management, collaboration, curriculum, assessment, and standards will address this failure. It is necessary to go
beyond current reform efforts to focus specifically on the urban learner.

The RBS decisionmaking framework for restructuring urban education creates a new positive vision of the
urban learner as culturally diverse, having unrecognized abilities and underdeveloped potential, motivated to learn,
and resilient. This vision can lead to real reform for urban children. The papers included here were presented at a
seminar on November 5-6, 1992 in Philadelphia. This event was held to explore and clarify a new vision of the urban
learner and to confirm the research-based themes supporting the RBS decisionmaking framework.

The themes used to categorize the research and theory in the Urban Learner Framework include:

Cultural diversity and learning

Unrecognized abilities and underdeveloped potential

Enhancing achievement through motivation and effort

Resilience

The knowledge base supporting these themes should guide educational planning and restructuring in urban
schools.

The decisionmaking framework integrates the new vision of the urban learner, as expressed in the four themes
with four areas central to the functioning of schools, namely:

curriculum, instruction, and assessment

staff development

school environment

management

This integration of the themes with the school functions gives additional guidance to restructuring urban
schools and districts.

This volume organizes a set of invited seminar papers according to the Urban Learner Framework themes and
the school functions described above. It begins with an introduction by Eric Cooper, Director of the National Urban
Alliance for Effective Education at Teachers College, Columbia University.

In his introductory paper, Cooper, the keynote speaker at the seminar, alerts us to the "urgent need" to
challenge current instruction and assessment practices which limit instruction to a focus on isolated skills, knowledge
from textbooks, workbook activities and strategies based solely on teacher directed approaches, pullouts, and drill
and practice. He calls for a "new vision of instructional reform" which will integrate research on cognition and the
developmental experiences of diverse populations through instructional conversations that connect the home and
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school. He supports the themes of the RBS framework by recommending that educators must begin to recognise and
build on the strengths that urban children bring to the classroom and incorporate the process of learning into the
management of schools and environments for learning. "To do less," he warns, "is to have no vision at all."

The next group of four papers clarifies the themes of the RBS framework and helps create a new vision of the
urban learner. A brief overview of each follows.

Cultural diversity and learning. In his paper, "Cultural Compatibility and Diversity: Implications for the
Urban Classroom," Roland Tharp introduces his hypothesis of cultural compatibility which suggests that education
is more effective when compatible with the cultural patterns of learners. He, first, reviews the nature of the evidence
and arguments for cultural compatibility in monocultural classrooms and then discusses the principles which apply
to multicultural classrooms and urban education. Four variables of cultural compatibility are described: social
organization, sociolinguistics, cognition, and motivation.

Unrecognized abilities and underdeveloped potential. "The New Age of Discovery: The Hidden Talents of
America's Urban Youth," introduces the issues highlighted by Ernesto Bernal. By expanding on the theory of
incompatibilities as introduced by Cardenas & Cardenas (1973) and elaborated by Roland Tharp in this collection of
papers Bernal heightens our awareness of the central importance of counteracting the notions of compensatory
education by changing the behavior of educators who communicate beliefs that urban learners lack talents. He
describes "hidden talents" to mean cognitive as well as personality traits manifested in affective, motivational,
personality, and cultural modalities. Hidden strengths such as leadership, interpersonal sensitivities, persistence,
humor and a sense of community are defined. The need for a curriculum that is not merely cultural in content but
reflects the multiculttaal traditions of students is proposed.

Enhancing achievement through motivation and effort. In her paper, "Enhancing Achievement through
Expectation and Effort," Shin-Ying Lee presents research which suggests the value and importance of reflecting on
the practices and beliefs of other cultures to better understand the characteristics of our own practices and to help
identify strategies to introduce change. Lee describes two distinctive patterns and aspects of achievement identified
when comparing students in Asian classes with American students: (1) expectations and standards, and (2) effort
and ability. She concludes that American culture, to a greater degree than Asian culture, emphasizes the importance
of innate ability. In Asia, the differences in innate endowment among human beings arc not denied, but their
significance as a controlling factor is de-emphasized. This greater emphasis on expectations and effort an lead to
greater achievement.

Resilience. One outcome of the focus on risk factors in social aid ethnic groups is the absence of a systematic
understanding of the diverse skills and talents in urban students. Expanding on the notions introduced and
described by Roland Tharp and Ernesto Bernal, Linda Winfield in her paper, "Developing Resilience in Youth in
Urban America," challenges educators to identify the positive coping and resilience of poor African American
children and their families. Winfield introduces a body of research which provides an alternative to current
conceptualizations of "risk" and describes individual variation in human responses to risk factors, stress, and
adversity. She explains four major processes which categorize the knowledge base on the development of resilience:
(I) reduction of negative outcomes by altering either the risk or the child's exposure to risk; (2) reduction of the
negative reactions to risk exposure; (3) establishment and maintenance of self-esteem; (4) provision of opportunities
for success.

The second group of papers establishes connections between the themes of the Urban Learner Framework as
developed by Tharp, Bernal, Lee, and Winfield and the functions of formal schooling. These connections must he
understood and systemically institutionalized for current restructuring proposals to effect necessary c :hanges leading
to improved academic success for urban students. Brief summaries of the papers follow.

Curriculum, instruction and assessment. Beau Fly Jones identifies two factors which contribute to lower
student outcomes in urban and rural cultures: (1) concepts of intelligence, and (2) an absence of a rigorous
curriculum. In th:_ paper "Linking Students to the 21st Century," Jones suggests that educators do not believe that
all students can learn, or that intelligence can be modified. In addition, assessment instruments and the assessment
process limit expectations. A core curriculum that includes algebra, two languages, problem solving, the capability of
working independently and collaboratively, entrepreneurship, and a value for diversity is proposed. Jones
emphasizes that the most important instructional strategy for urban teachers is the capability to help students link
new information to their strengths, prior knowledge, and their cultural experience. She concludes that assessment
should not be an add-on, but integrated with curriculum and instruction.
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Staff development. The goals of staff and professional development are described by Yvette Jackson as
support for enhancing the learning process for staff and students. In her paper, "Redesigning the 'Vision' through
Staff and Professional Development," staff development focuses on the educator as a guide for students. Professional
development focuses on the educator as the learner. To create environments where teachers are supported to
nurture the potential of all children, staff development must include multicultural education, brain-based
approaches, interdisciplinary education, and enrichment. Jackson recommends that professional development
include personal leadership and collaboration skills.

School environment. In a paper entitled "Tne Interconnections between Classroom, Cultural, and Natural
System Ecologies: Understanding the Deep Characteristics of Culture as a Basis of Teacher Decisionmaking in Urban
Settings," C. A. Bowers provides mechanisms for understanding the "deep characteristics" of culture as a basis for
teacher decisionmaking in urban settings. Using the metaphor of an "ecology," Bowers describes the classroom as
the interaction of message exchanges which constitute communication and learning in urban classrooms. This
classroom ecology, he suggests, reflects a larger cultural ecology that includes economic, political, and social patterns.
Bowers recommends that bringing together the background knowledge for teacher decisionmaking with knowledge
of the students' primary culture should be the focus of teacher education programs. Areas for integrating the formal
curriculum and informal student experiences essential in the culturally responsive classroom include: the
metaphorical nature of language and thought, the nature of primary socialization and communicAon, the influence
of patterns of relationships and learning, and the balance between solidarity and power in the classroom.

Management. Writing in his paper, "The Researching and Inquiring Manager: Responding to the Urban
Learner; Working toward Culturally Appropriate Education," James Lytle proposes that urban principals and
middle-management, give support to staff engaged in action research to contribute to the design of culturally
appropriate and demonstrably effective educational organizations. Research and inquiry which focuses on students
and how they experience schooling are described. Lytle proposes seminars on race and education, shadowing
studies, and pairing principals to observe each other. He suggests that these strategies develop characteristics of a
learning-to-learn organization.

A thorough understanding of educational change must guide the implementation of the Urban Learner
Framework. Systemic change is founded on new assumptions about urban learners and how they learn. It may
require, for some individuals, a change in their underlying belief structures. Fully implementing the New Vision is
dependent on planning for long-term, multi-year, comprehensive change that affects all levels of the educational
system in both policy and practice. Leadership is critical to realizing the New Vision of the Urban Learner and
supportive mandates, namely, clear policy directives as well as the time and opportunities to learn new information
and skills, arc warranted.
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A NEW VISION OF THE URBAN LEARNER

Eric J. Cooper
National Urban Alliance for Effective Education

at Teachers College, Columbia University

There is an urgent need to address urban school education. Given the changing demographics in this
country, there is a need to move beyond the rhetoric of reform to identity and establish schools that work for
minority students. It is estimated that, by the year 2000, one out of every three Americans will be non-white, and
that one out of every five students in the nation's public schools will be non-white (Hodgkinson, 1988; Boyer,
1987). There is also a need finally to move beyond what have been traditionally identified as "the drivers of
educational reform," i.e., standardized tests and curricula that promote memorization rather than reasoning, to
more practical suggestions for improving educational experiences for the urban learner (New York Times,
October 16, 1992; Cooper & Sherk, 1989).

Traditional approaches continue to force teachers to teach to tests that isolate skills into a mind-dump of
confusion for the child, rather than to develop a pathway which can lead to student thoughtfulness and
mindfulness (Perkins, 1992). These approaches have been the subject of much discussion and debate, yet they
(especially in the urban community) often cloud the ability of educators to identify a clear direction for
instructional change, causing many eventually to steer off into an instructional dead end (Levine & Cooper,
1991; Idol & Jones, 1991). This dead end may be partially reflected by the following data:

Eighty percent of the knowledge students are exposed to comes from textbooks marked by many flaws
(Bernstein, 1987).

A New York public school system discovered that 80 percent of the materials in grades 3 to 12 were
inappropriately matched to the needs of their students (Sirois & Davis, 1985).

Students often spend more time engaged in workbook activities than in instructional activities with
their teachers (Osborn & Stein, 1985).

In an analysis of elementary and secondary instruction, less than one percent of instructional time was
devoted to students responding to teacher and student questioning that demanded open responses
involving reasoning or opinions. Usual student responses were based solely on informational answers
to the teacher's questions (Goodlad, 1984).

Most Chapter 1 programs for students are based on 30-minute pull-out programs with a focus on low-
level learning scripts rather than on appropriate cognitive tasks (Hiebert, Colt, Catto, & Gury, 1992;
Cooper & Sherk, 1989).

Urban students spend more time on basic drill and practice skills than on instruction promoting
higher order thinking (Cooper & Sherk, 1989; Hiebert, et al., 1992).

If we are to sustain change in urban systems, we need to move beyond instruction that limits students'
academic experiences to the use of poorly developed material, that engages them in seat work that may be
improperly designed for their academic needs, or that forces them to attend to a series of activities geared to elicit
the simple regurgitation of facts and figures. Implications of the above data indicate that 'educators need to
rethink both how urban classrooms in this country are managed and how they are organized for instruction.

A likely beginning is with the child. It is at this reference point that cognitive research has made the most
progress in the past 20 years (Glaser, 1983). Although cognitive research has made many strides in describing
what the learner does when he or she reads, plays chess, solves puzzles, or attempts to solve mathematical
problems (Fredericksen, 1983), we have only begun to translate such principles of information-processing into
wide-scale classroom practice (Idol & Jones, 1991).



Despite all the school reform, restructuring, and educational change which have been proposed since the
publication of A Nation at Risk, (1983), very little has translated into systemic change for urban students
(Cooper & Sherk, 1989; Cooper & Levine, in press). In fact, the urban communities described by Jonathon Kozol's
Savage Inequalities (1991), continue to expand into what he has described as "death zones" for urban students.
Graphically illustrated by Kozol, these zones are life-threatening to children because of the violence, despair, and
pollution which encompasses them.

Vision for Urban School Reform

Due to the diverse needs of students in urban environments educators, parents, business and community
leaders must expand the vision of what should be done in urban classrooms. Rather than focusin-, on the
traditional approaches, this vision needs to highlight what students have in common, as well as address the
patterns of thinking by which people from different cultures, backgrounds, skill levels, exposures, and languages
learn to learn in a nourishing environment. This should be the ultimate goal of education. Such learning
environments can be the source for a new vision of instructional reform. This reform brings together: research
on cognition, an understanding of how students engage themselves in the learning process, the delivery of
instruction necessary for diverse populations, the initiation of instructional conversations to connect the home
and school, and the use of rich resources which can be more appropriately earmarked for those children most in
need.

The proposals for this new vision consolidate guarantees of student competency with support to extend
learning to the limits of every child's potential (see work of Piaget, \'ygotsky, and Feuerstein). To move toward
this vision requires a recognition that no one approach to reform will be a panacea for the nation's urban schools
and communities. Yet there are specific organizational and instructional arrangements that have proven
successful in educating urban disadvantaged students. Eubanks and Levine (1987) have reported that:

"such arrangements emphasize provision of educational assistance to improve performance
through tutoring before school, during lunch, or after school, utilization of trained teachers aide
in cognitive theories, reductions of non essential time in coursework which does not link with
cognitive and interdisciplinary instruction, and formation of smaller in -class groups for low
achievers than for other students..." (p. 22).

I Hebert, Colt, Catto, and Gury (1992) suggest that Chapter 1 programs should provide more intensixe
instruction for students in the first year of schooling, and they also suggest "reorganization of the curriculum
and instruction of preschool through grade five, provide family support programs and a school site facilitator to
work with teachers on implementation of change" (p. 546).

Other researchers such as Bloom (198$) and Corner (1987) describe the importance of linking the home
and school in a partnership based on instruction (e.g., graded homework which has been shown to improve
student achievement: programs which allow students to spend two years with the same teacher, offsetting the
discontinuity in the lives of many low-income children; social programs which are carried out by parents and
teachers working collaboratively; and the use of programs that develop automaticity in reading through home
and school cooperation).

These, and other approaches which are well reported in the research literature must be applied in a cohesive
and coordinated manner, if we ever can hotv to achieve systemic reforms in urban schools. Predictable obstacles,
such as tests and textbooks which lead to fragmented instruction and repetitive drill and practice; school realities
that stress classroom order and passive learning; student and teacher compromises that trade obedience for
understanding instruction; low-level learning scripts for low achievers and teacher preferences for easy-to tea' h
lessons; must also be addressed if we arc to witness systemic change (Levine & Cooper, 1991).

To reach systemic reform in urban communities, it is recognized that many interrelated criteria will ha% e
to be addressed. A framework developed by Research for Better Schools (1992) is student-centered and illustrates
such intervening factors as school environment, culture, management, staff development, curriculum,
instruction and assessment. These factors provide a lens for viewing the school and student as a complex unit of
a broader learning community.
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Realities of Urban Education

There are a few urban stories where educational improvements have occurred in spite of the predictable
obstacles, issues, and considerations that frustrate change (Cooper & Sherk, 1989). But, for these few positive
examples, there are countless more negative experiences for the vast majority of urban students, obstacles to
learning have dramatically increased (Kozol, 1991). For the children who live in an increasingly dangerous
environment, learning becomes secondary to survival (Kozol, 1991; Kotlowitz, 1991).

And yet, in spite of the dangers they face every day urban students come to the schools seeking an oasis
a place where they hope they will be nurtured and taught. Many do obtain the embrace of the safety they seek,

only then to face additional dynamics which can interfere with their learning. It is sadly ironic that learning can
be so completely frustrated by community attitudes which promote segregation and discrimination. These
experiences are pots cful reminders for the students of urban schools that America maintains dual systems --
one for the haves and one for the have-nots (Kozol, 1991).

Overcoming this reality requires a renewed effort by community representatives, parents, and educators to
develop the resilience in our youth enabling them to overcome the lack of educational resources, job
opportunities, incentives, and support. The teaching of resilience, when combined with improvements in the
management of schooling, can begin to narrow the gap between hope and ultimate success.

Rethinking Classroom Instruction

Children in urban schools lose valuable instructional time working on mastery of the so-called basks,
while children in other schools are exposed to interdisciplinary instruction from subject fields that will be studied
throughout the school years (Ogle, 1988). Additionally, many teachers of the urban students, treat them with
low expectations perpetuating a self-fulfilling prophecy that since urban students are disadvantaged, unruly,
unsocialized, and slow, they surely cannot be taught to learn (Cooper & Sherk, 1989).

To reverse lowered expectations for urban students, educators must begin to recognize and build on the
strengths that urban children bring to the classroom. The recommendations which follow are aimed at
supporting a new vision of the urban learner:

Recognize the vast intrapersonal knowledge urban students bring to the classroom. The understanding
of central themes, e.g., differences between good and evil, love and hate, life and death, in life is acutely
honed by the urban child. These themes also occur in expository and narrative texts by teaching
students to recognize the background knowledge they bring into the classroom and the existence of these
themes in text structures, students gain access to how thoughts are conveyed by authors.

Shape the language patterns developed in urban environments so that they become useful to the child
in learning, particularly in learning from text. Build activities which help the students to compare and
contrast "street English" with standard English.

Use collaborative learning strategies which build on the social patterns found in urban communities.
Instructional strategies which force the students to work alone most of the time will not work well fOr
students from highly interactive environments.

Allow students to examine the structure of textual material before detailed reading takes place, e.g.,
identify text structure characteristics such as problem/solution, compare/contrast, enumeration,
concept sequencing, and cause and effect.

Provide expository as well as narrative text selections for elementary students. By providing expository
text selections in the earlier grades, the teacher facilitates student readiness for course demands at the
secondary level.

Hclp the students illustrate how they achieved an answer, as well as identify the specific answer. The
use of cognitive maps and graphic organizers can help students illustrate their organizational
reasoning.
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Focus on higher-level learning tasks. e.g., problem solving, analysis, irltital, refit% tit e and
thinking. Recognize that the urban student has developed a strong sense of problem Noising through
the interactions demanded in the urban environment. Protide opportunities for duet hug this
experience through academic activities which prepars them for the Ilia nging demands of the ,'Ist
century workplace. focus requir.'s the urban educator to present initial basic skills in the ontevt of

developing sophisticated, more cognitively-oriented classrooms.

Use thematic approaches to instruction which allow the student to see the applit anon of Blom( s ut

practice. Through interdisciplinary projects, teach the interrelationships of broad pm g the
application of concepts from algebra, geometry, and calculus an be used for answering questions
building construction, and the speed of a falling object (Feuerstein, I940; Cooper & Sheri., 189,
Palincsar & Brown, 1985; Presseisen, 1988).

We recognize that every student can he taught to learn. Many of 11s hase learned t,1 konli out the tat tors
that have led to not recognizing the potential of a child. The challenge we all face today is hiwy this rettignition
can he translated into success for all. For every educator who has succeeded with urban students, there are dozens
who have not.

Should we so choose to incorporate the processes of learning into the management of schools and
environments for learning, urban students will be taught in ways which will enable them to overt ome ths
"savage inequalities" in their communities (Levin, 092; Cooper & Sheri 1989; tieorge, Mosley, & Ogle, 191,,
Kozol, 1991). To do less is to have no vision at all.
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MURAL COMPATIBILITY AND DIVERSITY

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE URBAN CLASSROOM

Roland G. Tharp
University of California at Santa Cruz

The hypothesis of cultural compatibility (Tharp 1989b) suggests that education is more effective when
compatible with culture patterns. The hypothesis has an extensive and growing research base in child education
(Tharp, 1989a), a modest one in child mental health (Tharp, 1991), and a beginning in child-community
psychology (O'Donnell & Tharp, 1990).

Because so much of the evidence for cultural compatibility's effectiveness has come from rural and/or
Native American populations, there is question about the applications to urban, and particularly African
American schooling. My purpose is here to review the nature of the evidence and arguments for cultural
compatibility, so the audience may judge whether further research and experimentation for urban populations
might be warranted.

The structure of this paper is first to present a sample of the cultural compatibility principles and evidence.
This evidence has been developed primarily in and for monocultural classrooms. The second part of the paper
will be a discussion of principles that apply to multicultural classrooms.

Cultural Compatibility

A few years ago (Tharp, 1989a), I wrote that the energy of those interested in African American
educational improvement has been channeled mostly into desegregation, and into equal treatment for all
students; and that most Hispanic attempts at education reform have been directed toward issues in bilingualism,
particularly toward issues of English acquisition, Spanish use, and/or preservation, and improvement both of
ESI, pedagogy and of school attitudes toward bilingualism. Further, most inquiries into the schooling
experiences of Asian-American students were concentrated on parent-child relationships. The cultural
compatibility movement has been largely centered in Native American communities.

The intervening years have produced some changes, though not so many as I hoped. Some few studies of
the particularities of the African American children in classrooms have been added (e.g., Allen & Boykin, 1991),
but this rich research-and-development opportunity (outlined by Shade in 1982) remains largely unexplored,
apparently due to the belief by the majority of African American educators that standard education is the only
assurance of fair education.

Thus, the preponderance of evidence for cultural issues in education came from classrooms of Native
Americans in western United States and Canada, Alaska, and Hawaii. A major source of theory, research, and
demonstration was the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP), which over a 20-year period developed
and studied a culturally-compatible K-6 language arts program for children of Hawaiian ancestry (Tharp,
Jordan, Speidel, Au, Klein, Sloat, Calkins, & Gallimore, 1984). The KEEP group also operated a research-and-
development site on the Navajo reservation of northern Arizona for six years. Selected because of the sharp
contrast of ecocultural stetting of the two cultures, Navajo and Hawaiian versions of the KEEP program emerged

with clear differences.

The evidence for the compatibility hypothesis can be discussed under the headings of four classes of
variables that have been most studied in the conscious tailoring of classrooms to children of different cultures:
(1) social organization, (2) sociolinguistics, (3) cognition, and (4) motivation. In this brief paper, I will discuss
only the first two, because they are the two on which there is some evidence relevant to urban African American
students. A full discussion of the four variables can be found in Tharp (1989; 1991),
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Social Organization

The typical North American classroom uses primarily whole class organization, with rank and file
seating and a teacherleader who assigns text, instructs or demonstrates to the whole group, followed by sonic
form of individual practice, and then teacher-organized individual assessment. This system is not the most
effective for the students from all cultures. For many, it produces a low level of child attention to teachers and
classwork, which is disturbing to teachers, who attribute the problem to low academic motivation, rather than to

. an alien social organization (Tharp & Gallimore, 1976).

In the culturally-compatible KEEP program, a small-group classroom organization was designed for
Hawaiian children. The teacher engaged in an intense instructional conversation with a small group of students,
while the majority of mixed-sex and mixed-ability students worked in independent groups of four to five. A peer
teaching-learning interaction occurred there every three minutes per child in kindergarten; in the first grade,
once every two and one-half minutes.

The KEEP group, in its comparison study, introduced this identical pattern of classroom organization into
a Northern Arizona Navajo classroom. Navajo children also worked diligently in the independent work groups
("centers"). However, they worked much more independently, with few instances of offering or requesting peer
assistance. In adult Navajo society, male and female roles are clearly defined and separate. Around the age of
eight, boys and girls are cautioned against playing with each other. In the Navajo classroom, only when the
groups were reorganized as same-sex did peer assistance become frequent (Vogt, Jordan, & Tharp, 1987).

Minority children all have social skills and problem-solving abilities, though they may take several forms,
depending on culture. These skills can he brought into play by creating compatible social organizations of the
classroom. Ethnographic work in urban Black ghetto schools described students' intense and sensitive peer
relationships, physical expressiveness, and their skillful manipulations of the behavioral dynamics of their
classrooms. The staging of impromptu "dramas," designed to tease, test, and sometimes to intimidate teachers,
was a frequent technique (Williams, 1981).

These skills are not developed in ghetto schools, but are suppressed and interpreted as delinquen(y.
_Left undeveloped, these skills get more disruptive... and can reach a level where they appear to be
violent rebellions (Williams, 1981, p. 214).

By creating settings using group interaction and competitions, these tendencies can be brought into
instructional use. Front-of-the-class performances related to instructional goals, with the balance of the class
attentive to discover errors that will allow them to replace the performers, were highly motivating for individual
"performers" and "audience" alike (Williams, 1981).

Sociolinguistics

The courtesies and conventions of conversation are among the most powerful differentiating elements of
culture. Critical differences exist across cultures, and between many cultural groups and the classrooms in
which their children are educated. When violations of the expectations of either teacher or children occur, it
results in anger, alienation, or withdrawal.

Narrative Style. Michaels (1984) has shown that children of different cultures tell stories in different ways,
with startling audience effects. In her study, white children were topic-centered in their narratives, with themati(
cohesion and a temporal reference. Black children used a topic-associating style, consisting of a series ()I'
implicitly associated anecdotal segments with no explicit statement of an overall theme or point. White adults
(including teachers) criticized the topic-associating style as incoherent, but Black adults found it interesting with
lots of detail and description. It is apparent that this cultural difference in basic language structure can lead to
quite different judgments and predictions in the classroom, with consequences often bewildering to both teachers
and children.

Wait Time. Wait Time I is the amount of time given by teachers for students to respond to questioning;
Wait Time II is the amount of time following a student response before the teacher again speaks (Rowe, 1974).
Wait times are to some degree culture-dependent. White and Tharp (1988) investigated differences in wait time



between an Anglo and a Navajo teacher of the same Navajo third-grade students; the Navajo teacher had
considerably longer Wait Time II than did the Anglo. What was perceived by the Anglo t.:acher as a completed
response was often intended by the child only as a pause, which the Anglo teacher interrupted. Even in college,
Indian students report that short wait time in seminar interactions is still a difficulty for them (Leacock, 1976).

On the other hand, Native Hawaiian children have a characteristic negative wait time in informal
settings, a pattern that produces overlapping speech, and which demonstrates involvement and relationship
(White & Tharp, 1988). In classrooms, this is interpreted by other culture teachers as rude interruption. Schools'
attempts to curtail this overlapping speech only results in inhibiting participation of Hawaiian children in
instructional activities.

Rhythm. Pioneering work in the sociolinguistic consequences of teacher/child interaction was done by
Erickson and Mohatt (1977), in their classic report of an Indian teacher/student classroom that followed a slow,
fluid, rhythmic tempo in the presentation of materials, in the voice inflections and vocalization tempo on the
parts of both teacher and students, and even in the pace of movement in the classroom. The homes of some of
those students revealed similar patterns. When this rhythm went unnoticed and was disrupted by an Anglo
teacher, a more disorganized and less efficient pattern of interaction, as well as a lower level of rapport between
teacher and students, resulted.

For African American classrooms, a quite different rhythmic structure has been proposed for promoting
teacher-student rapport (Hale, 1982). Hale suggests that effective speech rhythms during in3truction by teachers
of Black children would be much like the rhythmic pattern of mother-child interaction, a "contest" style in which
mother and child volley rhythmically. The child is encouraged to be assertive and to develop an individual style.
Many African American mothers give directions for household tasks to their children in a rhythm that
approximates the call-and-response patterns found in black music (Young, 1970). Hale (1982) and Wharton-
Boyd (1983) both suggest that classroom teaching patterns could be based on these call-and-response children's
singing games.

Participation Structures. The KEEP "talk-story" pattern of classroom discourse was developed to counter
the phenomenon that in ordinary classrooms, Hawaiian children are "non-verbal," and seldom ask questions.
But there is a frequently enjoyed speech event in adult Hawaiian culture, called "talk-story." KEEP created
classroom participation structures that would emulate those "talk-story" patterns, and thus increase child
fluency and participation. Each day each child meets in a small group with the teacher for a 20-minute
discussion of some text. There are rapid-fire responses, liveliness, mutual participation, interruptions,
overlapping volunteered speech, and joint narration. Au and Mason (1981) found higher rates of academically
productive student behavior in these talk-story-like participation structures.

In the Navajo version of KEEP instructional conversations, each student speaks for longer periods, while
other students wait courteously. Ideas are developed with greater leisure, and are often individualistic, rather
than tied to statements of previous speakers.

When school sociolinguistic patterns are incompatible with natal culture patterns for example, when
the teachers use the "switchboard" pattern of interaction many Indian culture children develop patterns of
short answers, interruptions, and silence, which by high school have calcified into a controlling and resentful
repertoire of hostility (Greenbaum & Greenbaum, 1983).

When sociolinguistic school/home compatibilities are present, children are more comfortable, participate,
and display their abilities appropriately; Another instance is Lein's study of black migrant children. Teachers
found them below grade level and unresponsive.

But at home and in the community, these same children speak and act in complex and competent ways. At
home and at church, the expectations arc similar; therefore, at church they exhibit full competence and full
participation. This can offer an example to schools of how formal institutions can engage their young by
compatibilities of expectations with child repertoires (Lein, 1975).

In summary, there is evidence that cultural differences in social organization, socialinguistics, cognition,
and motivation, when reflected in compatibilities in classroom practices, make for classrooms that are endorsed
by culture members and other students of those cultures, are associated with greater child participation and
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enjoyment, and produce classrooms that are discernibly different for students of different cultures. In the culture
and education movement, most compatibilities have been established through choosing established modalities
which, per se, allow for greater influence of the child's culture, or at least do not demand incompatible child
behavior. This is the "least change" principle (Tharp, et al., 1984) which calls for not inventing entire new
pedagogics or teaching modalities, but the careful selection of modalities may be quite different for children of
different cultures, and it is certain that the instantiation of the modalities will he modified by contextuali/ing
them in the experience and language of the children's daily lives.

Principles for Multicultural Classrooms

Although the cultural compatibility research base has been developed by examination of monocultural
classrooms, it is possible to look at these studies of many minority cultures in another way. That is, are there any
uniformities among the recommendations of those researchers who have studied African American, American
Indian, Eskimo, Hawaiian, Puerto Rican, and all the other culture-school relationships? Indeed there are. In
fact, remarkable similarities are present in the recommendations. Another way of phrasing the issue is this: the
four variables for which research is reported above are those which, if incompatible, can divide and interfere with
progress among members of the learning community. The four principles discussed in this section are
educational processes that can unite the members of the community, or at least minimize the impact of their
cultural differences. The list has been developed by examining existing literature and by assembling the
recommendations, research results, advice of experts, and case study implications that are now available to
scholarship.

i. To the extent that cultural diversity is present, it is more critical that developing competence in the
language of instruction is a metagoal of all instructional activities of the school day.

II. To the extent that cultural diversity is present, it is more critical that teaching, curriculum, and the
school itself are contextualized in the experiences, skills, and values of the community.

I I. To the extent that cultural diversity is present, it is more critical that teaching and learning occur in
contexts of joint productive activity with peers and teachers.

IV. To the extent that cultural diversity is present, it is more critical that the basic form of teaching is
through dialogue between teacher and learners through the Instructional Conversation.

These four principles are related, and form one holistic view of education for classrooms of diversity. That
is, the instructional conversation is the best method for development of the language of instruction, which occurs
best when contextualized in experience, the ideal form or which is by creating joint productive activity, which
completing the circle becomes the setting for the instructional conversation. These principles distill the
uniform research and experience of those who have worked in schooling of monocultural minority and of
multicultural and of linguistically diverse classrooms.

Are these principles valid only for minority students? Far from it! Indeed, the principles are entirely
consistent with natural teaching and learning, as practices by homosapiens traditionally, in all informal
community, cultural, productive, and familial settings since the dawn of time and on every continent. The
principles may also be used to describe most-effective education of majority-culture students, too. Traditional
North American education, however, has not practiced such education, because the schools have relied on the
uniform family and community experiences of the majority-culture adults to provide the activity, the
conversation, the language development, and the shared context upon which the schools could depend. This is no
longer true, in culturally and linguistically diverse nations. The schools must now provide the common
experience, activity, language and on Icrsation that learners require, both for individual development and the
development of a common, shared, and mutually endorsed community.

Adherence to these four principles will not remove the cultural differences that divide teachers and
students. Rut classrooms so organized will provide the common understanding and shared experiences upon
which unity can he expanded. They will provide common experiences upon which a new classroom convention
and courtesy can be built. In short, these principles do not dissolve children's cultures; rather, they describe the
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best known available means of creating a new culture of the school which will move toward unity through a new
created microculture of the school.
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THE NEW AGE OF DISCOVERY:

THE HIDDEN TALENTS OF AMERICA'S URBAN YOUTH

Ernesto M. Bernal
lniversity of Texas-Pan American

Introduction

As I begin my presentation today I am aware that the path that I have chosen to try to identify some of
the hidden talents of urban youth is littered with the vanquished bones of many theorists. Indeed, the early
efforts to identify and construct so called "culture-free" tests of academic ability or aptitude are part of this
tradition (see Anastasi, 1985), as has been the entire course of compensatory education, which dates hack to the

mid-1960s.

These efforts, furthermore, have frequently been linked to the question of institutional change. As early as

1973, Cardenas & Cardenas set forth their ambitious (and slightly overstated) Theory of Incompatibilities,
which sought to identify certain key characteristics of minority populations, particularly language-minority
populations, and showed how the characteristics of the schools (school culture) and the demand characteristics of
their curricula and educational ambiance were incongruent with the traits and expectations that minority
children brought to school. Their idea was to construct or reform a school system to more closely conform to and
reflect the traits these children possess, and indeed this approach was the basis of Edgewood ISD's (San Antonio)
securing an Experimental Schools' grant in the mid 1970s.

I n modern times, the work of I henry Levin (1987) has inspired the whole notion of accelerated learning,

new programs utilizing new methods and having high levels ofexpectation of student performance to counteract
the notion of compensatory education. While this notion is not particularly new among many educators who

were frustrated by the entire movement of compensatory education, which inherently denigrated the "culturally
deprived" children and at best let them he "culturally and economically disadvantaged," few schools were ever
successful at adopting drastically different methods, even those with real promise, such as bilingual education.
Perhaps this is because regular education continues to,be the touchstone of "real" education, and its status is
basically unshakable. We hope that Levin's accelerated learning does better.

As a result, we are seeking to reform not only the public schools but also the initial preparation of teachers.
Preservice training methods, such as field-based preparation programs, will alter the traditional orientation of
teacher-education programs and better prepare new teachers to work with the realities of the field (Holmes Group,

1990), realities which inherently reflect greater participation of non-dominant ethnic minority children and
greater economic discrepancies between the haves and the have-nots. Graduates of these programs will know
how to work effectively with urban youth.

The Approach of Hidden Talenis

In an attempt to blend the best of all of these approaches, while avoiding the pitfalls of denigrating or
condescending attempts to dilute ihe regular education curriculum, we are going to take a somewhat different
definition of what we mean by hidden talents and hope to miss the land mine of stereotyping lower classchildren.
Mindful, too, of Gordon's (1982) warning that the positive characteristics of urban youth "vary as much within
this group as they do between lower and higher status groups," we have, nevertheless, cast these hidden talents in
the vernacular so that they may be recognizable to all, in the belief that many educators do not behave toward
these youth as if they had any talents whatsoever. In this essay we are taking hidden talents to mean those

cognitive and personality traits upon which curricular efforts (interventions) can be realistically based. I wish to
emphasise that these characteristics are not merely cognitive, but reflect my own culture's perspective that success

in cognitive endeavors reflects a complex configuration of traits. Similarly, the suggestions that we reach will

also integrate affective, motivatiohal, and cognitive strategies, as well as personality variables and cultural

modalities,
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Hidden Academic Strengths

Baytops (1992) talks about minority students whose strengths have permitted them in the ethnic groups

from which they stem to survive -- even thrive in a racist society. The following is but a partial enumeration,

hopefully Capturing most of the important hidden academic strengths of minority youth. This listing has

deliberately not been "lak tor analyied- of ,onelcnsed, so that we may mine easily telly, I upon the ri, be that ale

"out there."

1. Leadership. Even the poor have access to other children, though they may not have access to hooks,

computers, and educational media. Leadership is a trait that many minority youth develop and that

most of them respect.

2. Personalized motivational styles. Abstract, or better, depersonalized appeals are not nearly as effective

as personalized messages. Many minority students respond to people that they like and who like

them.

3. Sensitivity to interpersonal messages. There is really no need to "push" minority youngsters,
contrary to popular thought. If they are interested, or become interested, they will establish long term

educational'goals and follow them.

4. The need to be somebody. This is an urban version of need achievement. What these children become

may be dependent in large manner on us.

5. Persistence. Urban youth know how to "hang in there." It's the direction of the persistence, not a

lack of motivation, that schools need to address.

6. Responsibility. Many urban youth accept familial responsibilities, ink luding work, while seeming to

be irresponsible and lazy in school. Responsibility is not a stranger to most of these youth.

7. Confidence, a conviction that success is possible with opportunity. Urban youth are not always

certain about the importance of all of the courses they are required to take to their lives, but they do

know that if formal education can open some doors for them, that they will succeed.

8. Risk- faking abilities for personal advancement. Urban youth who are very mentally healthy have

an ability to take high risks to get personal satisfaction or vocational advancement.

9. The adoption of reasonable academic goals. Not all of the youth share the same academic ambitions

that we as educators have for them, but many youngsters adopt reasonable goals within their risk-

taking abilities and within the estimation within their own capabilities. If we want youngsters to

achieve more, they must develop some sense that our goals for them are attainable.

10. Practicality, a commitment to what is real. Minority children are understandably concerned with the

reality that they must survive every day. Accordingly, education must address these practical matters

if it ever hopes to engage these youngsters routinely in more abstract, less immediate exercises of

cognitive ability. Alternatively, educators can demonstrate how what they wish to teach has real life

application to urban youth.

11. Intellectual and philosophical traditions, including wisdom. This is an area that goes almost totally

unrecognized by the dominant culture except, perhaps, when they pick up some line such as,

"Whatever goes around comes around." The intellectual and philosophical traditions of the groups

within urban society need to be studied and appreciated and modeled within the schools.

12. Combining thinking and feeling. Emotionless thought does not make an awful lot of sense in the

intellectual traditions of most minority cultures. Thinking, creating, leading, planning, evaluating

all of these have affective components that normally help motivate and celebrate cognitive

accomplishments.
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13. Kinesthetic modalities of learning. Urban youth really learn by doing, especially when doing means
direct physical involvement in the manipulation of objects that represent ideas.

14. Artistry. There is an especially profound appreciation of art forms that communicate life and
philosophical wisdom.

15. Visualization. Many urban youth have highly cultivated imaginations that utilize visualization to a
high extent, a cognitive trait which helps organize their skills and integrate these with their
expectations for themselves.

16. Imaginativeness. The ability to dream and to elaborate upon experiences are cognitive traits that are
not often capitalized upon.

17. Expressive verbal skills. These skills are important not only for survival but for the expression and
sharing of some of the other cognitive traits, including imaginativeness, visualization, leadership,
and wisdom.

18. Style, especially creative personal expression. Urban kids may seem tony or trendy, but most of them
really admire distinctive and creative personal styles within the bounds of current fashion and
acceptable behavior.

19. Social charm, warmth, and helpfulness. This is common trait for all youth, and while its expression
may be culturally determined, the traits are well regarded in the community.

20. Humor. Another strong culture bound trait, humor is related both to the intellectual traditions of
the inner-city as well as to the various forms of personal expression.

21. A sense of community. This is a notion of belonging to a socio-geographical unit. While this can be
"turf" for some, it is home to others, and this establishes itself as in the case of the recent rebellion in
Los Angeles, where eventually the sense of community asserted itself and the violence came to an end.

Curt kola implications of Hidden Talents

A revi.'w of these hidden talents suggests that urban youth could respond well to teachers, curricula, and
school settings with the following complementary characteristics:

1. A curriculum that is not merely cultural in content but that also reflects the multicultural traditions
of its students. For example, it might be healthy to introduce the notion of cooperation in addition to
the usual line about competition to meet one's personal needs. Similarly, it might be good to
represent in everyday activities within the school and classroom a different definition of an educated
person, :me that incorporates emotional enthusiasm even celebration of intellectual
accomplishments. Cooperative !student -team) learning has real possibilities here as well.

2. To present a curriculum in which some minority children, say bilingual children, have a distinct
advantage, not one in which they always sense that they are "coming from behind." Spanish
speakers, for instance, should have a vista open to them that incorporates the very rich world
literature in that language, as well as the more current literary contributions of Hispanics in the
United States. lore importantly, white students should have the option to learn Spanish as a second
language in older to learn about and from their Hispanic peers.

3. Iligherorder thinking skills could well be cultivated in this proposed blend of thinking and feeling by
posing real problems to be solved, perhaps even campus-based problems, where students' suggestions
are derived through the application of different disciplines and are taken seriously by teachers and
administrators alike. Realistic, relevant curriculum that introduces academic rigor through
inherently integrative topics such as child care, response to violence, alcoholism, All)S, a study of
gangs, drug cartels and inter.tatiolial economics these are but some of the topics that, at different
age levels, could attract and keep student interest while introducing high leve, of academic rigor.
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Some themes such as Afro-Caribbean influences on Latino Music -- might get diverse minority
groups to dialogue with one another.

4. Practice what you preach. In my opinion, nothing undermines American education as much as
American educators, for we often fail to model what we prokss. The elementary teacher of reading
who himself does not read, the middle school teacher of history who never researches or %/kik
historical spots, and the high school teacher of mathematics who herself never finds realistik

iexpressions for her skills outside the classroom these personal short falls engender no enth usias

in the teachers, much less in the students from urban schools.

5. Forge new partnerships between thepublic schools and departments/schools/ colleges of education.
These partnerships would be for the expressed purposes of (1) recruiting teachers in a selective

fashion, (2) better preparing and socializing preservice teachers and (3) inspiring and changing
inservice teachers (Bernal, 1992). How does one institutionalize the integrative, thematic
curriculum? Collaboratively (Cushman, 1990). We instill it insist upon it with preservit
teachers and introduce it into the field by placing these interns in classrooms with teachers who may
not yet have mastered the technique. To support this reform, professors of education move their
classes into the schools, where they can assist teachers and other prokssionals learn about and

practice new technologies and techniques and help with such matters as the induction of new
teachers, while they themselves get back in touch with children and conditions in the schools.

6. Aim not for educational reform but for revolution! To effect such an ambitious goal, we need to
utilize hot media. It would not be difficult, however. Just think about the very popular coffee
commercials that in 30-second spot formats released sequentially every few weeks sell the product
through a serialized flirtation between a man and a woman micro-soap operas! I call for national
and state efforts to put on 30-second, prime-time TV spots to raise the consciousness not only of the
public but also of our educators. No ordinary public service announcements, these spots would
dramatize through well scripted and staged scenarios examples of had teaching and good teaching,
would give the lie to popular excuses for not bringing about effective practices such as, "The state
department of education won't let us do that," and would guide parents how not to miss "teachable
moments" at home and how to advocate for their children at school. In short, such programs would

have the dual purpose of training educators and empowering the public with valid alternatives to
inaction or feckless action. For a revolution to succeed it must have a popular base, not a specialized

base. And it must have a positive goal. Negative images of education, such as A Nation at kisk, will
not suffice.

Conclusion

It is rarely acknowledged that the dominant ethnic group can learn something from the non dominant
ethnic populations (Dabney, 1991). But hidden strengths imply that urban youth have something to share with
the population at large. To capitalize upon these special talents, however, takes a very special commitment and a

very special realization that schools must be prepared to build upon the learning and motivational characteristics
of the students that they teach. Unfortunately, however, the tradition of the United States has been quite different

in that the public schools have always assumed that children must conform to their established ways of doing

things.

I am of the belief that we can achieve both equity and excellence in education, but only if we can muster the

imagination to teach inner-city youth in ways that bear upon their own strengths and talents. To do this we
must create new curricula, new systems of parental involvement, and new appeals to the imagination of urban
youth based upon a commitment to cultivate ourselves personally and professionally as we go about our daily
lives in our schools and in our communities. Perhaps this is the right time, as we celebrate the 500th miniver sat%

of the Age of Discovery, to find, mine, and invest the hidden talents of America's urban youth.
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ENHANCING ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH EXPECTATION AND EFFORT

Shin-Ying Let:
Iniversity of Michigan
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(111 a, 11,1 s ins 111 gill 11111141111cMalks between American students and their Japanese and Chinese counterparts

)1.1'4 )141111 s .111) as 111.4 Wadi' ONICYCI1s011, et al., 191111.1; Stevenson, et al., 1990b; Stigler, Lee & Stevenson, tokm).

lo od 1111 I dn. atom Idiom muse:tient in recent years, this gap not only has persisted throughout the last
nni,,, Mal) ..thool students, but also aiming high school students where an even wider disparity

1 $ 1$101,10 11$ 11$1111i11$111: 11 the Anterikan and of the Chinese and Japanese students occurred (Stevenson,

I Inn. A 1 a 14011 111o1a t .111 .1a:11111111 for this poor showing of American students? And, most importantly,
H1. 1 1,1111 lo Impinise the achievement of the American students?

11r .'t II MI 1 1s1 1111111.11 omparanse studies are sometimes critici/ed for their lack of relevance for
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in 1,1. rats Ian nothings that ,Xmelkan students, on the average, are lagging behind their Asian
4'1 WI 111 Oh. nt.11,41% M111(11111011, closer examination of the results showed two distinctive patterns ()I'

, I nparing American and Asian students. First, the percentage of students
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children's academic performance; over 80 percent of the American mothers expressed a high level of satisfaction
with the work of the school in educating their children.

The level of satisfaction of American mothers is surprising because they seemed to be aware of the
country's low status in comparative academic studies. \Vhen mothers were asked to rank the mathematicsas.wmatics
performance of American students among eight industrialized countries, American mothers estimated that
American students' scores would fall between sixth and seventh place. American parents, therefore, appeared to
be .1%V.Ire that AI:fit:all cdtii.ttion is in trouble, but did not ascribe the phenomenon to their own children. It

semis that parents were blaming the problems on other children and other schools, instead of addressing the
issues involved themselves.

The lower standard held by American parents for their children's academic achievement became okious
when comparisons were made with standards Asian parents set lot their children. When mothers were ..lsed.
"Let's say there is a math test in which there are I00 points. average score is 70. What score do you think
your child would get? What score would you be satisfied with?" Mothers in all locations expected their child
would receive an above-average score. However, American mothers said they would he satisfied with the score
they expected their child would receive, whereas Chinese and Japanese mothers required a score higher than the
expected score to be satisfied. Similar results were found when we asked the same questions of fathers and
students and when the questions pertained to reading as well as mathematics. Americans consistently indicated
that the score with which they would be satisfied was about the same as or lower than the score they expected their
children or they themselves would receive. Asian parents and students, on the other hand, would always require
a score higher than the expected one to be satisfied. It is in this essence that Asian students are constantly inspired
and motivated to do better than they currently do.

When we asked students to express if they have lived up to the expectation of their parents and teachers, the
American students felt they have much more than the Chinese and Japanese students. It is unlikely that the
American students would exert themselves further when they afready felt strongly about doing as well as they
were expected to. Ainericitn parents and teachers are concerned about developing children's positive self image
and they seem to he doing it by toweling the standard and e\pe,tation tot their children.

Effort and Ability

One important cultural value that may account for Asian children's willingness to strive for the high
expectation and high standards is the importance placed on hard work. Roth Chinese and Japanese place great
emphasis on the malleability of human beings. It is believed that achievement is possible if one works hard
regardless of the current level of ability. The differences in innate endowment among human beings is not
denied, but the significance of innate ability as a controlling factor in achievement is consistently de-emphasized.
Inoate abilities may determine the rate at which one acquires knowledege, but effort is responsible for the
ultimate level of achievement.

The belief in hard work among Asian students persists through high school, despite the fact that some
students never achieve the same level of accomplishment as their classmates after years of hard work. When
eleventh graders were asked to choose the most important factor that may influence students' performance in
mathematics, more Chinese and lapaese than American students thought studying hard was the most
important factor (59 percent and 72 percent versus 27 percent. respectively). When teachers of the eleventh
graders were asked the same question, 93 percent of the Japanese teachers selected "studying hard" versus 2(i
percent of the American teachers. In contrast, the first choice of 41 percent of the American teachers, but only 7
percent of the Japanese teachers was innate intelligence.

American culture, to a greater degree than Chinese and Japanese, emphasises the importance of innate
ability. \Vhen students were asked how strongly they believed in such statements as, "Everyone in my class has
about the same natural ability in math," American students disagreed to a significantly greater degree than did
Chinese and Japanese students. Similar results were found when mothers were asked this type of question. Issues
of intelligence and individual differences are always a concern of American parents and teitchers lor their child
and student. Intelligence tests are widely used in American educational settings for the purpose of measuring
innate ability and for the prediction of future learning outcome. Americans, in contrast to ilinese and Japanese,
are much more likely to point to achievement limitations imposed by their assumed level of ability. This greater
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emphasis on innate ability relative to effort would set significant restraint on the motivation and willingness of
parents and teachers to work with their children to achieve at a higher level.

In daily classroom experiences, the Asian education philosophy and practice portrays that everyone is
equal and should be given equal opportunity to learn. Some children may learn the material more rapidly than
others, but that all children are capable of mastering the content of the curriculum. At the elementary school
level, the concern is not with identifying individual strengths or needs, but with providing all students with
certain necessary knowledge and skills. Even though the class size in Asian schools is much larger, ranging from
38 to 50, the teaching practice is always aimed at the whole class. Teachers devote their energy to construe
interesting and effective lessons for the whole class in order to raise the general level of achievement. Tracking or
ability grouping within a class is never practiced.

Contrary to the stereotypical image that Amer ikans have about Asian eduk anon, learning does not take
place through mechanical learning, rote memorisation, or 1)ekause of demanding teachers. Instead, the lessons
are lively, interesting and can be summarized as well- planned, coherent learning experiences in which students
are led through a series of productive activities (Lee, Graham, & Stevenson, 1992; Stigler & Stevenson, 1991).

Asian classes embody many of the ideals Americans have for their education of 'he children. In our
observation of the 800 mathematic classes, we found that conceptual information and a problem solving
approach appeared in over twice as many lessons in Asia than in Chicago. The instructional sequence of
teaching, practice, and evaluation occurred in less than 50 percent of the American lessons. In the Asian classes,
more than 70 percent of the first grade and more than 80 percent of the fifth-grade classes teachers conducted
lessons that involved this sequence.

Asian children were more attentive in the classes than Chicago children -- at least 80 percent of the time
versus approximately 60 percent. In the Asian classes, the teachers teach each topic slowly and thoroughly. The
students showed high interest because teachers integrated a wide variety of activities in their lessons. The
students are given the opportunity to use concrete objects, to discuss the concept, to actually solve the problem,
and to evaluate the accuracy of the work. Teachers present the mathematical concept in the meaningful context.
At the same time, they encourage different ways to solve the problem and they also make good use of students'
responses or errors to further clarify the concept. Each child, knowing that he or she will be callod upon during
the course of the lesson, is attentive to the teacher and to the responses made by other students.

The multiple activity approach also offers different avenues for learning. Some students may learn better
by the use of concrete objects; others may be helped by the teacher's or other student's demonstration of solving
the problem; still others may be helped by discussion and clarification. Slow learners are aided by these multiple
facets in learning the basic material, and fast learners can also benefit from being exposed to every facet of the
mathematical concept. All these instructional ideas arc not esoteric or unique from Asian philosophy, but they
are principles and approaches that would generally be accepted as sensible, productive teaching practices in any
classroom. The question is why Asian teachers are more likely to put the beliefs into frequent practice than are
American teachers.

Similar to the high level of achievement of the Asian students, the effective instructions given by Asian
teachers do not come naturally. Good teachers are not believed to he those who are born with special talent, but
those who are given opportunities to work diligently to perfect their instructional skills. In Asian schools new
teachers are guided and helped by more experienced teachers. In regular school day, teachers are given time and
opportunity to work with each other to produce coherent lessons. Teachers constantly strive to perfect their skills
throughout their years of teaching.

Discussing factors that lead to high achieving Asian students brings a new perspective to many aspects of
American education. It is the combination of high expectations, plus a strong belief in effort in the Asian
countries that create an environment which facilitates the students' motivation and learning outcomes. The
importance of these two factors and the implication for teachers' instruction and students' motivation should not
be affected by the different background of the students. They are essential to the improvement of academic success
of American children.
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DEVELOPING RESILIENCE IN YOUTH IN URBAN AMERICA

Linda E. Winfield
11(:LA Graduate School of Education

After the publication of A Nation at Risk ( 1981), the term ".11 risk" was applied with increasing frequem y
to c liarac let iie youth who have a high probability of failing to graduate Iron] high school, and/or who .ire likely
to become a teenage parent, abuse drugs, commit suicide or other negative developmental outcomes. Mans of

these young people are in major urban cities where poverty and unemployment rates are high, drugs and violent
crimes are commonplace, and high stress impacts both home and school environments as well as family
functioning. ( 'haracteristis such as limited English proficiency, ethnic group status, and other individual level
factors interact with st !tool and classroom conditions to affect negatively both the development and educational
success of many Of these youth.

Although the term "at risk" is relatively new in education as a descriptive and predictive concept applied to
youth (Richardson & Colfer, 1990), the concept of risk has a long standing tradition in medical and psychiatric
research (Garmezy, 1985; Masten & Garmezy, 1985; Rutter, 1979; 1987, 1990) and is used to refer to specific
conditions that make individuals susceptible to disease or mental disorders. The educational research on
students "at risk" is not quite so dear. The labels "at risk" and "disadvantaged" do not have uniform referents
and are used in different ways. (See Natriello, McDill, & Pallas, 1991) for a review and definitions of these terms.)
Often definitions of "at risk" use demographic characteristics such as racial and ethnic background and social
class as indicators. It is not uncommon for the terms "at risk" and "disadvantaged" to be used to label poor
students, especially those from racial and ethnic group backgrounds, or non English speaking students.
Although there is a need for schools and agencies to identify students who may need additional academic or
social services in the future, use of the term "at risk" often produces "victim blaming" and suggests that the
causes for being "at risk" for failure emerges from the lb es, families, communities, or cultures of the student
rather than from social, political, and economic conditions.

;orclon's ( 1982) perspec lice on students limn racial/ethnic groups indicates:

In earlier work, great attention was given to the characteristics of these populations and the ways
in which they differed from the so called majority population. As that work progressed, we have
come to re:1We that it was in error by implying they represented a relatively homogeneous group.
They do not. They have poverty and low status and certain kinds of neglect and maltreatment as
common characteristics, but in tern is of their other characteristics they vary as much within this
group as they do between the lower- and higher-status groups... Ethnic and class status is
important for political purposes but relatively unimportant for pedagogical purposes" (p. 1975).

Conceptuali/ations focused on "risk" and deficiencies imply educational practices and policies concerned
with remediation in order to make racialledmic groups "equal" to their white middle class counterparts. One
outcome of this focus has been little systematic, accumulated understanding of the diversity of skills and talents
in these groups of students (sec Slaughter, 1988 for a more detailed discussion of deficit models and their
implications for educational interventions for African American children). More recent perspectives have yielded
research that identifies the positive coping and resilience of poor African American children and their families.
Some researchers have identified and studied characteristics of higher and lower achieving, low-income African
American children and young adults and the family groups and classroom settings in which they participated as
members (Clark, 198'6 Nelson let ali & (ilor-Scheib, 1985; Nelson VeGall & tones, 1990; Scott tones, 1987;
Winfield, 1988; \Vintield, 1991). An emerging knowledge base, of which these studies are a part, show the
diversity of competencies and attitudes among low income, African American c hildren, ',undies and
communities. Learning and development can best be understood within an ecological perspective
(Brofenbrenner, 1979) and over the life span of an individual. For Mikan Amer ican students this means taking
into account the triple cultural bind of belonging to the mainstream, the African rooted culture, and a status
oppressed racial/ethnic group (Boykin, 1986). This perspective also suggest the need for interdisciplinary
interventions which go beyond focusing on the individual to lOcusing on the institutions, such as schools and the
community, within which learning and development occur.
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One body of research which provides .11 alternative to current educational conceptualizations of risk Lan

be found in the health and psychiatric research on resilience. This construct delineates individual variation in
people's response to risk factors, stress, and adversity (Rutter, 1987). Some individuals are resilient and are able to
cope successfully whereas others react negatively. Resilience is conceptualized not as a fixed attribute of the
individual, but as vulnerability or protective mechanisms that modify the individual's response to the risk
situation, and operate at critical turning points during one's life (Rutter, 1987). A student's decision to remain in
school when he or she sees few job opportunities, receives no support or incentives, and experiences negative peer
pressure would be an example of an individual's resilience during a critical transition to adulthood. This
decision would determine the trajectory of future educational success. Similarly, children starting out in
kindergarten bring with them social and behavioral characteristics that may match or lie at odds with classroom
norms and expectations (Taylor, 1991). These entry characteristics may serve as a risk factor or as a protective
mechanism, depending on the reaction those characteristics produce in the social environment. Little k.,....e .s known
concerning the sources of resilience or protective mechanisms occurring in these two examples. What protective
mechanisms operated during critical points and how did they develop in this individual or in groups of
individuals faced with risk conditions in the environment?

In order to move beyond simply identifying and categorizing youth as "at risk," the focus must
necessarily shift to the notion of resilience. Viewed in this manner, the critical issues in education are not "who is
at risk" or how many of the factors one has to have to he "at-risk," but what are the protective processes and
mechanisms that reduce risk and foster resilience? Flow do protective processes operate at different develtymeni,1

levels and/or transition points in the schooling process? Are the variables and functions the same for different
race/ethnic/gender groups? And more important, what can schools, administrators, teachers, community
groups, and policy makers do to enhance and foster the development of these processes? Rutter (1987) notes:

Protection does not reside in the psychological chemistry of the moment, but in the ways in which
people deal with life changes and in what they do about their stressful or disadvantageous
circumstances. Particular attention needs to be paid to the mechanisms operating at key turning
points in people's lives when a risk trajectory may be redirected onto a more adaptive path (Rutter,

1987, p. 329).

Rutter (1987) has identified four main processes, which will be used to categorize the knowledge base on
schools and communities and the development of resilience among African American youth: (1) the reduction
of negative outcomes by altering either the risk or the child's exposure to the risk, (2) reduction of a negative
chain reaction following risk exposure, (3) establishment and maintenance of self esteem and self alit y,

(4) Opening up of opportunities. Ile proposes that the reduction of risk impact occurs in two distinct w).:
alteration of the meaning or danger of the risk variable; and changing the child's exposure to the risk situation.
For example, providing quality pre-school and early school experience reduces the risk of student attitudes and
behaviors which may hinder early learning in a formal school setting. A second group of protective mechanisms
are those that reduce the negative chain reactions that follow risk exposure. For example, the negative
developmental outcomes of adolescent pregnancy are diminished for teenage mothers if they arc provided with
prenatal care, home support, adequate child care, and additional education (Scott-)ones, 1991). The third
mechanism, self-efficacy, concerns individual concepts and feelings about themselves, their environment, their
competence in handling life's obstacles, and perceptions of control in determining outcomes. For individuals in
high risk situations, these self concepts develop in interpersonal relationships throughout the life-span and
through successful task accomplishment. The fourth mechanism, opening up of opportunities, concerns critical

points in individual lives. Here the importance of schooling and attainment of skills and credentials is critical.
Those who drop out or who do not apply for training lose the opportunity for experiences that may be protective

(Rutter, 1987).

Figure I illustrates a framework for examining resilience, schooling, and development. The four protective
processes were crossed with critical intervention points for developing resilience among African American youth.



Figure I

Framework for Organization of Articles on

Resilience, Schooling and Development in African American Youth

Protective
Mechanisms

SCHOOLS
School-based
Policymakers

COMMUNITY
Classroom-based Family Peers

1. Reduction of risk impact

2. Reduction of negative chain

3. Self esteem, self efficacy

4. Opening tip of opportunities

Rased on a review of empirical studies delineating the construct of resilien«. (see Winfield, 1991) some
suggestions for procedures and practices for practitioners in urban areas arc:

In early childhood and elementary education:

foster social competence and adaptive behavior that protects students from being at risk of
placement in special education.

provide training to teachers to foster positive reactions to entry characteristics of diverse
children.

provide classrooms which foster positive peer relations and encourage instrumental help
seeking as a general learning skill.

alter instructional organization, classroom norms and procedures to encourage appropriate
help-seeking behavior.

In middle school and adolescence:

provide classroom and school programs which facilitate positive peer interactions in
multiracial settings.

provide programs that include social support systems which foster pro academic behaviors
and provide mentoring for students from ethnic minority cultures.

provide extra curricular activities that make students feel connected to the school
environment.

encourage intramural and interscholastic sports at middle school as a way of fostering
academie resilieme.

begin career exploration and guidance counseling at the middle school level; focus on course
selection, and preparation for post secondary enrollment.



coordinate social service with community-based clinics to reduce risk taking behavior of
adolescents.

collaborate with community-based agencies to provide outlets for students to invest and
discover their interests and talents.
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LINKING URBAN STUDENTS TO THE 21sT CENTURY

Beau Fly Jones
North Central Regional Educational Laboratory

I would like to begin by commenting on the four themes of the Urban Learner Framework (ULF). To
repeat them, they are (1) cultural diversity and learning, (2) unrecognized talents and hidden abilities, (3)
motivation and effort, and (4) resiliency.

On the one hand, I think these are excellent themes that should be celebrated and sustained. And I believe
they are true, in the sense that they do reflect reality. And there is convincing evidence that these themes are based
on sound educational research. At the same time, I hope these themes are not seen as making urban students
somehow separate and "different" from other people. That could have some negative and most undesirable
consequences. However, I am especially pleased with the four themes of the Framework because they correspond
to work I have been engaged with for some time.

What I would like to share with you is some research completed at our laboratory (WAIT) that we
conducted in conjunction with developing the teleseries, "Restructuring America's Schools to Promote
Learning." In that series, we developed a framework for school restructuring, a national concern, and a basis for
school change in every community. The first element in our framework is the vision of learning. Clearly, the
four themes that RBS has developed are your understanding of the vision of learning for the urban learner. I

would like to show you how close those themes are to what we determined were the characteristics of successful
students in general, not just urban students. Our framework included: (1) knowledgeability, (2) self-
determination, (3) strategic thinking, and (4) empathetic thought or reflection (capabilities to take the multiple
perspectives and roles of other people).

Consider: Hidden talents and abilities (Theme 2). This theme is close to knowledgeability or having
knowledge of the subject area of the curriculum and a passion for it. It is a conception close to the
hidden talents listed by Dr. Bernal which represent a student's personalized understanding of
knowledge.

:onsider: Resiliency (Theme 4). Think how close this theme is to self determination in terms ()I the
kapability to keep going and to persist at something in the fake of major obstacles and many challenges.

Consider: Motivation and effort (Theme 3). Think how close this theme is to being strategic, to he
planar' and well intentioned. Much of the conceptual work we have done at NCREL is based on
learner-oriented research that Barbara McCombs and Robert Mariano from McREL have completed on
motivation and effort. Strategic is different from self-determination because, in our definition at
NCREL, it means the ability to apply a repertoire of organizational and thinking/learning strategies to
your goals, whether these be life goals, academic goals, or personal development goals. Strategic
thinking doesn't mean just strategic planning; it means the ability to identify an appropriate match
between goal and strategy. It means to monitor and change, when the strategy or goal is not working,
and to follow through on an evaluation and revision. Our definition of strategic is rich and complex.

And finally, consider cultural diversity (Theme In order to respect and value diversity, our
conception calls for appreciating multiple perspectives, especially being empathetic. We define
empathetic as the ability of the student to see other people's viewpoints, to value and respect diverse
cultures, and to value and be able to think within multiple perspectives. So I believe there is a genuine
fit here between what we found in our analysis of the research literature from cognitive instruction and
what RBS has done.

All this is very interesting, but the big question is how do we get structured, urban environments to
promote successful learning? Toward that end, I'd like to take a moment to have you think, to play a game that
I'm sure all of you know. The game is called "Who am I?" I'm going to review a list of characteristics that are
probably very familiar to most of you. Don't say who you think "I am" until I've finished describing all the
characteristics.
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"Who am I?" As a school system, I am centralized in terms of administration and finance. I have

a standardized curriculum that has standardized objectives, materials, and standardized tests. In terms
of classroom instruction, the teacher is the information giver; the student the passive recipient.
Students sit in rows. They face the teacher, they stand when they are called upon, and there is a lot of

work from memory.

My student body is characterized.by much cultural and ethnic diversity, there is also extensive poverty.
Most of the students are from homes in projects, many from broken homes. Some students are
homeless, and many have health problems.

In terms of the school buildings, in my system all of them arc old. They lack resources and
supplies. There is a terrible teacher/pupil ratio, a high mobility rate, and classrooms are very over

crowded.

In terms of government, my school system is highly autocratic. Teachers are drawn mostly from
the dominant culture.

Who am I?

I am a traditional school system inherited from Communism that still functions today in Russia! Schools
there have all these characteristics. Now why do I raise this? Because in spite of Russia's economic instability,
one of the things that their education has clearly had, and one of its few major successes by any standards is its
educational system. Russia has a highly literate population in terms of mathematics, literature,
communications, and the arts. ltsak Wirszup, of the University of Chicago, has for years testified to the U.S.
Senate in terms of how early in a student's studies Russia teaches geometry generally in the second grade. The

same is true of algebra and physics much earlier than for our students. And so many Russian students excel in
these subjects.

First, I think it has to do with the Russians' conception of intelligence. They do not believe that intelligence
is fixed. They think it is not on a normal curve, and they truly believe that all children can learn. They hold very
high expectations from all levels of the government system that Russian students can and will learn. I'm not
speaking of the negative aspects of the notion of conformity that we associate with non-democracies. Rather, that
the Russians do have very high expectations of their stiidents that are widely shared. Furthermore, there is a
tremendous amount of community support in Russia for learning. In this poverty-stricken society, even the
poorest parents pay teachers if their children fail, so there is little grade retention. That is, the parent can choose to
have the child tutored, and the parents pay for it.

Second, Russian education has a rigorous curriculum. Russian students are genet-11y a very "cultured"
people. They care intensely about their national culture, they know about ballet, Russian authors, opera, the
symphony, and so forth, and they are deeply interested in these things. In spite of their poverty, they go in droves

to cultural events. They are also highly skilled in certain industries, although many of these industries are so
outmoded, they would not be considered highly skilled by our standards. So what is the difference between
Russia's education and our own, in terms of being able to reach advanced student outcomes? I think it comes
down to some of the things that we have talked about at this meeting, and some of the things that we have not yet

discussed.

Third, attention must be paid to attitudes about instruction that are characteristic of many Russian
teachers. Under conditions far more demanding than many American school faculties face, Russian education
brings a high level of thinking into most elementary and secondary classrooms. Now many instructors use
second languages and advanced literatures? Many Russian students learn to love their subjects of study and
master skills of advanced performers.

So, what are some of the implications of the dimes from the ULF and this brief commentary on Russian

education? Why is it that we share some of the worst school characteristics with Russia -- a bloated bureaucracy,
outmoded pedagogy, and mass poverty but they still have high academic achievement as a norm, while we
suffer from low academic performance for a good part of our populace? Let's re-examine those three significant
factor::: notions of intelligence, curriculum, and instruction.

1 r,
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Beliefs about lillelligence

What is it about our notions of intelligence that are so problematic? first, we know that many educators
do not believe that all students can learn. Nor is there a widespread belief that intelligence can he modified by the
environment, by schooling, or by teaching. Third and perhaps this is the most crippling there is no way
that we see high achievement on the part of all children if we fail half of them every time we give a standardized
test. In Asia, and in some other countries as well as Russia, the normal curve does not dominate assessment.
Rather, criterion referenced tests are used for assessment; the result is a I shaped curve, which bows all students
learn and most scores go up and continue to do so,

Moreover, teachers in these countries believe they can make a difference. 'Hwy are supported so that their
classroom lessons are powerful and influential. Moreover, teachers in China, Russia, and lapan do not
necessarily teach every (lay; they are paid by each course they teach, and they have extensive preparatory time. We
must stop blaming poverty and even the traditional, bureaucratic system as excuses for lack of academic action.
Let us see how education in others countries supports learning so that the majority of students attain mastery, in
spite of poverty and bureaucracy.

list Colin 1

In terms of recognizing the significance of RI1S's ULF, it is very important that the school's curriculum
should emphasize and build on the strengths of culturally diverse students. It ought to celebrate their hidden
talents and seek out features of resiliency that are idiosyncratic to specific individuals or groups. There also needs
to be a balance built between individualization of the curriculum and classroom and training tot all students for
the 2 I st century.

It is my position that there is a core curriculum that every student needs to master. In terms of knowledge,
skills, and key dispositions, left Howard of the lillicacy Institute argues that every learner today has to know duce
things. One of them is calculus, and obviously algebra and other courses that are preparatory to calculus.
Moreover, each learner has to 'speak at least two languages fluently, if you are really going to be among the most
successful. A lot of us 11.1%e advanced without doing that, but I loward is talking about the top echelons of society.
Thirdly, he identifies fluency in oral and written native language as a key aspect of curricular success.

Another source of standards for the 2 1 st century is the SCANS report, the Department of Labor's special
examinations of achievement for the future labor force. This report emphasizes knowledge of systems; the abilit)
to engage in problem solving; the capability to work independently as well as collaboratively; and the ability to
locate, to use, and process information. For example, the Co NFCT Project, developed by Allan Collins and
others, has incorporated these objectives into its award winning NASDC proposal which has now been
implemented.

To these criteria for a core curriculum, I would add other skills and dispositions. Consider the ability to
shape and manage change. I think that Bernal's example here (this volume) is an interesting notion to
consider for adults. We do not learn to shape and manage change in our schools. Roth at the adult and student
level, we need to be able to do that because in this dynamic world the process of t lunge is so demanding We ate
either going to have it pass its by, or we are going to have to come to terms with low to shape and manage it.
Students in school 'oust have opportunities for similar learning.

Second, I would add civic and social responsibility to a core curriculum for the 2 1 st century. I do nut
believe many of our schools now focus on this. We need this emphasis now more than ever in order to giapple
with issues of democracy in a complex, multicultural, and fast-changing world.

Third, I think there is an issue of entrepreneurship. Today, there is much evidence of entrepreneurship in
our society. %Ve have hardly begun to capitalize on it or teach it in the classroom. We must address tin. concern;
we have to help people learn to renew their own occupations. II a person's job is going to change seven to ten
times in his/her lifetime, students must acgluue some skills that will sustain them through these changes and
give them direction and value for society. I thank we need to consider seriously the teaching of conscious,
intentional entrepreneurship.
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or involve other productive intelligences such as dance, art, or interpersonal communication. Students plan the
project with the teacher with full knowledge of which artifacts will be used as part of the assessment, what the
standards are for successful completion, and their own goals of involvement. Indeed, in the curriculum by
project concept students often have an option for self-assessment as well as group production in learning.

I would like to close with one final thought. I've written an article about Chapter 1 which I originally
titled, "Students at Risk Versus the Roan! of Fducation," (Jones & Pierce, 1992) because I believe that ,t Less to
educational opportunities are not a whole lot different now than what they were in 1954. Chapter 1 legislation
may have been well-intended, but I suggest in this paper how Chapter 1 rules such as those for pullout
courses and those for supplementing the regular curriculum have actually caused segregation and inequity in
the very things the law was designed to address. However, now Chapter 1 has a window of opportunity to become
leadership legislation, if it chooses to do so. It is the biggest single funding that we have in this country, and it has
phenomenal power derived from that. There is tremendous opportunity now to change this legislation. We need
to direct the conversation about Chapter I to the very issues of curriculum, instruction, and assessment for the
21st century that we have been discussing today. The new vision both the ULF and restructured schools
must become new realities for all the children in America's schools.
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REDESIGNING THE "VISION" THROUGH STAFF

AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Yvette F. Jackson

As we forge ahead into the 21st century and analyze the implications that our Current activities, values,
and opportunities have for our future as a productive society, it is painfully clear that our success depends upon
the foundation of knowledge and skills which we impart to the leaders of the next century: our youth. We no
longer have the luxury to settle for average academic achievement for American youth. Fifty percent achieve
above already too low minimum standards and those who do not meet these standards are lost in an invisible
entity (the majority of this population comes hom urban locations). The stakes are too high! We must seize the
moment. 111e must pledge every effort to nurture the fullest potential of our children. We must increase our
expectations for their success and provide educational opportunities which strengthen their knowledge and skills
so they can achieve. If we don't succeed in this effort, our future as a productive society is indeed "at risk."

In other words, we must pursue the concept presented by the Urban Education staff of Research for Better
Sl1100k ItlIS) and design a new vision for the urban learner. It is a vision that sees all students as "capable,
motivated, resilient learners able to build on cultural strengths to achieve educational success" (RBS, 1992).

'I his concept of a new vision has been the motivating force behind the current educational thrusts:
"restructuring," "revitalizing," "traitsforming," and "site based management." The mission of these thrusts is
the Li cation of environments in which teachers are supported to identify and nurture the potential of all children.
The challenge lies in determining how to build and sustain these supporting environments.

Item' 1-lv (ones (this volume) has described three major strategies for building such school environments.
She emplia.azid collaboration between teachers and students; identification of authentic tasks for students which
deal with real life and learning; and Unproved methods of assessment which elicit hidden talents and relict t the
Lin I iL 11111111 .1111,1 instiucrion experienced by students.

lite initial implication of all these strategies is that the focus of learning is on the learner (lone's, 1992). In

schools restructured to pursue the new vision of urban students, learning is first and foremost collaborative. Iii

other voids, schools must strive to become a "community of learners."

'I hu we teAlize the basic pui pose or goal of stall/professional development is to support and enhance the
It' II rung 1/10t.es, for both students and stall. With this goai, we can define a basic distinction between staff and
professional development; a distinction which can assist in planning specific activities to address the entire
community of learners.

Staff development needs to focus on the educator as a guide or mediator for students with the objective
being the improvement of instruction so that students can realize their potential and actually experience
academic achievement. (A synonym for staff development to apply here would be "instructional" development.)

Professional development needs to focus on the educator as the learner with the objective being the
enhancement of the personal repertoire of the educator, so that he/she can more effectively communicate and
reach personal goals. (A synonym for professional development to apply here would be "personal"
development.)

In both roles (guide or learner), achieving the specific objective (instructional or personal development ) is

contingent upon clear identification and articulation of the applicable knowledge, skills, and strategies. The
applicable knowledge, strategies. or skills are most successfully integrated into an instructional program when
they have been identified and explored by the staff themselves. This identification and exploration are achievable
when procedures described by Tharp (1992) as "principles that can unite the community of teachers and guide
the direction of their learning" are established as routine activities for this lommunity. These procedures are:
instructional conversation; development of specific language for planning instruction; clarification of the context
of the specific instruction to be planned: and opportunities for joint productive activity.
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Staff Development for Enhancing Instruction

As a guide/mediator in the community of learners, the educator purposefully constructs experiences and
demonstrates strategies to nurture the potential of students (Feuerstein, 1982). Assuming this role is obviously
dependent on the opportunities available for supportive staff development.

Supportive staff development provides educators with the knowledge, skills, and strategies which enable
them to guide students to and through the learning process. This redefinition of educator as "guide" implies that
the repertoire necessary to stretch the learning potential of students goes beyond academics and the basic skills
which have traditionally been the core component of staff development. Such a program must include a second
component which provides teachers with concepts that define how students learn at different stages of
development along with the strategies needed to elicit and nurture their learning.

The concepts which define how students learn are best interpreted when posed to teachers as questions for
inquiry and exploration from various perspectives. These include:

What is intelligence?

What is learning?

How do students learn?

How do you identify a student's learning?

What instructional strategies support learning?

I low do you identify a student's potential?

I low do you nurture a student's potential?

What skills are necessary to achieve academic success?

What skills are necessary for successful living?

The answers to these questions become "guiding" concepts which provide the rationale for why ccilain
strategies or approaches should be integrated into the instructional program. They are also a conceptual base of a
new vision for student achievement.

These strategies or approaches respond directly to the guiding concepts and provide foundational blocks lor
teachers to mediate student learning. They can optimally assist in enhancing the instructional repertoire of
teachers, when presented through staff development. These strategies are referred to by Jones (1992) as cognitive
designs of specific "strategies instruction," as well as the "situated strategies" which are bridged to curriculum so
that specific applications can he demonstrated.

These strategies or approaches for staff development which guide/mediate learning are described as follows:

Developmentally Holistic Instruction The development of children occurs in stages through several
dimensions: cognitive/linguistic, social, emotional, and physical. All these dimensions, at every
developmental stage have a direct relationship to learning. At each stage, specific skills and abilities
evolve and lay the foundation for the next stage (Erickson, 1950; Kohlberg, 1969; Piaget, 1972).
Developmentally holistic instruction includes activities and opportunities which integrate all
dimensions of development with tasks that are appropriate for the specific developmental stage to
ensure maximum capability and learning acquisition on the part of the child.

Brain-Based Learning Approaches Optimum learning can he realized when instruction is
compatible with how the brain operates in the learning process. The brain searches for connections or
relationships for understanding in order to link what is being learned to the rest of the learner's current
experiences and prior knowledge. lirain-based approaches include:

I.t
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identifying the experiences and abilities of students

bridging new concepts to familiar experiences

illustrating common information between concepts

showing the relationship between issues/subjects

designing activities which produce interconnections and enable students to perceive "the
patterns that connect" (Caine & Caine, 1989).

Specific examples of brain-based learning approaches include problem solving; questioning; patterning by
drawing relationships through the use of metaphor, similes, and demonstrations; and thematic teaching.

Multicultural Education Intelligence is defined by Bruner (1971) as "knowing what to do when one
does not know the answer to something." This type of intellectual behavior combined with one's
application of his or her current knowledge, skills, and abilities in a situation are the foundation of
personal achievement. Multicultural education is the approach which provides students with the
opportunities to nurture these types of intellectual behaviors. Its focus includes strategies which enable
students to:

identify, appreciate, and apply their own abilities, skills, and cultural experiences

identify and appreciate the abilities, skills, and cultural experiences of others

utilize the abilities and skills of others as resources to resolve a problem, address a need, or create a
product (i.e., recognize the interdependence of people).

Interdisciplinary Education As previously stated, learning happens when students we relationships/
connections in information or concepts. The various disciplines involved in academic instruction each
has its own education, training, procedures, methods, and content areas ( Piaget, 1972). However, to
enhance learning we need to provide learning experiences that periodically demonstrate the
relationship of the disciplines through active linkages between the subjects (Jacobs, 1989).
Interdisciplinary education provides experiences for students to pursue activities which cross several
disciplines so they can make linkages, or see connections in various information bases.

1:nrichment the experiences needed to nurture intelligence span far beyond basic skills. The types of
experiences needed are those which motivate students to demonstrate their potential and stretch their
cognitive abilities. The Enrichment Triad Model designed by Renzulli offers a concise framework for
identifying and coordinating such experiences. These include:

pe 1 Exposure to a variety of cultural, technological, and subject oriented activities in
order to identify and motivate the interests of students.

Type If Group Training Processes teach thinking skills and strategies that promote
learning (i.e., cognitive, affective, learning how to learn, and advanced research
skills).

Ty pc I I I Investigations of Real Life Problans introduce relevant opportunities for students
to apply their knowledge and strategies in real. fife, authentic situations.

Professional Development lo Enhance the Lemming Community

'I he two components of staff development (academic content and learning strategies) form the foundation
of support that ena'oles teachers to guide students to realize their own potential. In restructured schools, these
components are combined with the goal of personal development of the teacher as an educational leader. This
can he accomplished when teachers have opportunities to develop skills that nurture individual growth and
enable them to become active participants in providing the direction and management of the school.
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The personal development skills that need to be included in a professional development agenda can he

organized into two categories:

personal leadership skills facilitation, presenting, coaching, consulting, and time management
(Garmston & Wellman, 1992)

collaboration skills
building.

anon, problem slvimt, (lei isionmaking, planitingiml

Comprehensive professional development should include opportunities for teachers.to apply these skills
through participation in collaborative functions. These opportunities might include:

occasions for focused communication and exchange

input in determining specific needs to be addressed

time for cooperative planning

opportunities for managing.

Staff and professional development can he most effective when a framework is used which incorporates the
elements of effective training into the design. This framework seeks to facilitate comprehensive planning and
implementation for addressing knowledge, skills, strategies, and attitudes which meet instructional and personal
development objectives. The elements to include in this framework include:

knowledge

modeling (using a variety of devices)

praitice (concrete experienkesitime for application)

observation

coaching

communication/feedback

redesign (based on evaluation).

The ultimate determiner of the success of either staff or professional development is its impact on the

learners: teachers and students. The new vision of the urban learner, promoted by RBS, calls for increased
expectations for students, which automatically means increased expectations for teachers. Providing
opportunities for both staff and professional development requires an investment of time and energy, as well as
financial resources. The pay-off on such an investment can be great. Our children deserve such a pay-off. The
future of our society, embedded in a productive work force for the 21st century, is built upon such an investment.
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THE RESEARCHING AND INQUIRING MANAGER: RESPONDING TO THE

URBAN LEARNER; WORKING TOWARD CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE EDUCATION

James I I. Lytle
School District of Philadelphia

University of Pennsylvania

This paper chronicles a three-year effort to lead a group of urban principals and a group of middle
management support staff toward the design of culturally appropriate and demonstrably effective educational
organizations. The paper restricts its scope to a set of research, training, group building, and planning activities
undertaken by a regional (district) office within a large urban school district.

Perspeclives/Theorelical Framework

Scholl (1983) has helped position practitioner research as both a legitimate form of inquiry and a key

element of reflective and effective practice. As organizational theorists consider the elements of the "modern"
organization, they talk about the organization's capacity to learn, and define effective leadership as the ability to
build learning organizations through such skills as bringing to the surface prevailing assumptions (Morgan,
1985; I )cCseus, 1988; Senge, 1990). Another dimension is closeness to the customer (Peters & Waterman, 1982) or
customer-driven otganization (Osborne & Gael) ler, 1992). Although the literature on practitioner research by
administrators is limited (e.g., Wagner, 1991), there is an emergent and compelling literature on teacher research
as a means to promote inquiry and action (Cochran .Smith & Lytle, 1992).

The Selling

In August 1990, I was appointed superintendent of a sub-district in a large eastern city with responsibility
for 30 elementary, middle, and special schools enrolling about 20,000 students. I was the fourth superintendent
in five years. In the summer of 1991 a system-wide reorganization increased the size to 36 schools and 25,000

students.

The region is diverse: half the schools have 75 percent or more of their students from low-income families,
almost all of them African American; a quarter of the schools are desegregated and have middle and upper
middle income families; more than 90 percent of the students in the region are African American and more than
3,000 are special needs students. Of the 36 elementary and middle school principals, 12 are African American
and 17 women; all but two are experienced administrators. The regional office has 55 professional staff members
who provide support services to schools.

Since becoming regional superintendent, I have purposefully pursued a strategy of action research and

prat titioner inquiry to encourage principals, teachers, and support stall. to bet ome a community in which we
think, learn, and work together on ways of better educating the urban learner. What follows is a description of a
number of the activities we have undertaken in pursuit of that goal.

FOUISi114 on Relenlion

Analysis of student performance for 1989 90 indicated that over 20 percent of students in grades 1 8 were
being retained in grades annually, and that retention rates in individual schools with similar demographics
varied widely. Recognizing that retention 11,1s little benefit to students (see for example, Shepard & Smith, 1990), I
determined that an immediate priority needed to be a field research project focusing on the problem. Further, the
proiet I had to communicate to principals, teachers, and parents that the high retention rate was a shared
problem.



Melhods/Techniques

The first phase of the project involved visiting two schools each morning, four days a week during
September and October, in order to develop "first impressions." By the end of October, I calculated that I had
visited at least 800 classrooms. I shared my impressions with principals and district support staff in early
November. From November through February, I conducted a second round of visits, focusing on
classrooms/subjects where flfilure rates seemed inordinately high. As operationaliied, this meant selecting the
grade at each school with the highest proportion of report (an' 13's and F's in bask subjects at the end of the
previous school year, then following one class group from that grade selected by the principal on the morning of
the visit. My practice was to follow the class wherever they went until 1:00 p.m.

Generally I observed basic subject classes reading/language arts, mathematics, science and social
studies, and perhaps one "co-curricular" class like art or music. Du g classes I took extensive field notes. My
focus was on students and how they were experiencing each class an school generally. The observations were
"cross-sectional" in the sense that I was able to observe each group of students from the very beginning of their
day at school, permitting me to be aware of relational issues in the group as these issues played out through the
day, and to see how the students behaved and performed in different classrooms and subjects, and with different
teachers. In "self-contained" classrooms, usually in lower grades, I generally observed the same teacher for two
to three hours. In "cycled" classes in the upper grades I observed four to six teachers in succession.

I knew from the outset that in conducting this study I was violating a set of implicit norms about what
superintendents are supposed to do. I was spending lots of time in classrooms rather than on "administration."
I was not evaluating either principals or teachers in the process. And I was bypassing principals by interpreting
what was going on in classrooms within their schools without asking their opinions. But this "violation of
expectations" was intentional; I wanted principals (and teachers) to know that teaching and learning were my
first priorities and needed to be theirs; and I wanted principals to wonder about what I might be learning through
these visits.

As this observation cycle evolved, it became increasingly clear that the utility of this project would
ultimately depend on the degree to which I was able to identify issues and questions that would frame and initiate
discussions among principals and teachers on improving teaching and learning. Some of these issues related to
recent school district policy, others to research on teaching (e.g., Rowan, 1990). 1 also became conscious of the
asymmetry of the process. As the district superintendent, I could enter teachers' classrooms without notice or
consent, something no one other than the principal has the authority to do. Although I assured teachers whom I
observed that I was not there to evaluate them, but rather to learn about being a student at that grade level, they
still seemed to expect that I would (or should) provide them immediate reactions to what I had seen in
classrooms. I routinely avoided providing any feedback, and instead indicated that I would send them a report on
the project after I had completed the round of observations.

To reduce the asymmetry, I decided to conduct a series of discussions with the teachers whose classrooms
I'd been in. Each teacher whom I had observed (N=90) was invited to the district office on an afternoon after
school to learn about the study and share issues/perceptions about teaching. Meetings were organized in grade
level groups of 16-18; of those invited, two-thirds attended. At the outset of each meeting I spoke briefly about my
purposes for conducting the study, then invited dialogue on organizational issues and constraints which they felt
were preventing them from doing their jobs well. A member of the district office support staff was present to act as
observer/recorder.

Principals were also concerned about my impressions of their schools and the classrooms in which I had
visited. Again, I gave very little immediate feedback and restricted my comments to generalizations at district
staff meetings where I discussed major themes or issues the observations were raising for me. I did, however,
distribute the summaries of the sessions with teachers at a principals' meeting in mid-April. The ensuing
discussion lead to a shared recognition that if we were going to provide more effective schooling, we were going to
have to talk more about today's children and how we could design organizations, pedagogy, programs, and
curricula that were responsive to them, while not sacrificing standards or basic education.
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Data Sources

For each of the 3() "shadow" visits 1 kept extended, ongoing observation/field notes on everything I rum
classroom furniture arrangements to student responses to instruction and recess activities. Within a day or two
of each school visit I summarized the observations into a few pages of major themes /issues /activities /pedagogical
techniques /student responses. When the observations were completed, I reread both the notes and the summaries
to d( -rmine the "findings"- to see what conclusions I could draw regarding teaching and learning in the
distr and the experience of being a student in grades I 8 (a process characterized as "conversing with the data
by Erickson, 1986). What emerged was a set of impressions, organized in categories and topics; in various forms
this was the data shared with the groups with whom 1 met, although this data was not shared with the teachers I
had observed. In addition, the comments of participants at each of the meetings were considered as data and
analysis.

Learning About Our Clients: Who Are These Kids?

This notion of observing students as a way of deepening understanding of why they behave and perform as
they do was used to frame a principal research project organized early in the 1991-92 school year. The 36
principals, as well as 9 administrators, were asked to identify a single student to study intensively over a four
month period. The purpose was to address three major issues principals had identified as topics to work on
during the year alternative assessment, group leadership which supports shared decisionmaking, and the
urban child of the 90's by learning about school from a student's perspective. A brief outline of the study plan
follows:

The administrator N were organited in nine heterogeneously grouped study teams of live colleagues aclt
team met during biweekly staff meetings to plan each stage of the project, share experiences about research
already conducted, and prepare reports for the whole group.

In selecting students to study, teams were expected to insure variation in grade, performance history, and
special program placement, and to consider how they would inform the child's parents and teachers of the project.

I he .1, tiL Me% had been predetermined to insure that the administrators would have personal knowledge of
the students before they undertook the "institutional" components of the study. Each activity was introduced at a
staff meeting along with appropriate readings, planning and training; the "researchers" had two weeks to
complete that phase, then discuss the results with their teams at the next meeting. The sequence was as follows:

I. .tihadow the student for a whole day (or two half-days) keeping detailed notes about what the student
does. \Vrite a summary of the observation including key anecdotes.

2. Interview the student (tape record?) Transcribe the student's responses.

3. Interview the student's parent(s) or guardian (telephone /home visit). Transcribe key responses.

1. Review the student's official records and all his/het available work samples for this year. What does
the "paper record" tell about the student! (You may wish to advise the student's teachers to begin
collecting work samples early on.)

Interview all the student's teachers about their perceptions of this child.

0. During the study, keep a journal in which you record your reactions to the process (including stall
meetings), any incidental information you acquire about your student (e.g., saw her doing ropes in
yard with three older girls), continents about your group's functioning and the whole group's
functioning, and anything else which seems pertinent.

7. Write a study team report which summarizes your collective observations, the implications of your
study, and the questions which the project has generated for you. This report will be shared with the
whole group (producing a total of nine reports profiling 45 students).
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At the conclusion of the study, the region conducted a mini research conference at which the nine groups

presented their findings and discussed the experience of doing the project.

Focus Group Studies of Report Card Marks

In reviewing 1991.92 report card marks the regional office noted that with the exception of middle schools

where marks were Lonsislcifily poor, odicr shouts appeared lo vary widely in ll'1111.,01 the proportion 01 A

and g's and I )'s and Is in major stihjeL Is, independent of sod() eLononm Lhara, tetisiiks or grade strut hoc (

or K-8). To better understand the variation, the regional office convened four "focus groups" of principals m

mid-September and early October 1992, to discuss 1991 92 final report card marks.

Because focus groups work best when the participants are relatively homogeneous, the groups were

stratified by level and proportion of A's and Ws or D's and F's. Two groups had disproportionately high A's and

Ws (N = 5 & 7) and two disproportionately high D's and F's (N = 6 & 7). The discussions were designed to he

non-evaluative. A facilitator and recorder were present for each meeting. Principals were provided report Lard

data summary sheets which included their schools, the other schools in the group, and city-wide averages. 'The

facilitator began the discussion by asking the group to interpret the data. When the discussion concluded (50 90

minutes), the recorder shared observations with the participants, then a whole group discussion HIowed. In two

cases the focus groups were held during a regional staff meeting using a "fishbowl" design. Written summaries

of the meetings were shared with all participants; no editorial or evaluative comments were added. However, the

minutes were reorganized into categories derived from the transcripts. Principals commented that a similar

process could be used with their faculties, for example as a way to discuss grade-by-grade performance.

Principals Study Principals (November, 1992)

In order to initiate inquiry into the hanging role of the principal as schools move to shared govet name

and site based management, the It, pi in,ipals in the region have been paned and will each spend a day doing an

ethnography of the other. The dcsc riptive process is one most of the group membeis have nsed previously in

doing student ethnographies. They also have been provided excerpts from Principals in Action: Vie Reality of

Managing Schools, an ethnographic study of Chicago principals done by Van Cleve Morris and his associates

(1984). When the field study part of the project is complete, participants will be organized in data analysis teams

to share their findings and develop descriptions of their work. We anticipate focusing increasingly on the

changing nature of principals' work and on the skills the new role will require.

Rue and Education in Urban America

During summer 1992, Dr. Anita Williams, a Regional Assistant, and I organized a seminar for teachers,

principals and parents to explore the ways in which race affects the work of the organization and the life

experience of its students. Because the discussion of race is normally taboo, this was also an experiment to see

whether a group of employees could talk constructively about the topic within the organization. An extensive
syllabus drew on current literature and addressed a set of related issues:

I. Students and school discontinuity

2. Living in the inner city

3. Demographics and the urban condition

4. Race and schooling

5. Culturally appropriate schooling/Afrocentric pedagogy

6. School and school district organization
las it contributes to and impedes effective schooling)

7. kflective teaching and learning (research-based models)
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The seminar met for eight days over a two week period, six hours per do. Meetings employed a wide
variety of group process techniques designed to assist the group in dealing with provocative and controseroal
material. For the 25 pat ticipants the seminar was a deeply emotional, evocative and mlormative experience, 'I he

group has determined to continue working on the issues, and to think about how the entire organt/alltin might
deal with them.

Redii Ming Special Education

Owing the 1990-91 school year I met monthly with the special education stall (one adimnistrom, sit
sliper Viso! s, and IS psychologists) to explore our dillering pert eptions on how students with spatial needs mae
being staved by the prograltis ur Wink 11 they had been pint eel So that we (mild decclop t wool pet spec Int on 1111

ogiams wt Were 111,111.4,011g or supervising, we read and dist ussed mato tat wluth lot used on such local and
national special education issues as the following:

\i this point special education placement is vu moll) poi manent; although ledrial And stti! !milt%
for mainstreaming (integration) and exit (return to [(Tular edut ationt, an plat the more than
percent of special needs students never return to regular education,

Itoth lot ally and nationally African American and I lispamt students me dolt' liptutionatel$ placed in
special pi ow anis.

~pedal education placement greatly mc teases the possibility that students will drop out of school.

There is some evidence that students' IQ's decline in relation to the length of their special education
placement.

There is little evidence that participation in programs for "mildly'. handicapped students has Itenehl,
special education programs have rarely been evaluated over extended periods and special needs students
art generally exempted from state and local assess111111 pl ()grains I scr 1 ',AI Illci Zi I ipsky, 1987; and
1$ tie. 1988 iegaiding this and previous statements)

on the other hand, progkims for low lilt Khaki: handl, ails g , impaited, sect !eh unpalictli
have made dramatic strides in improving serrates and demonstrating benebt.

In addition,

Per pupil costs are significantly higher than for regular education students, and

The administrative overhead cost is generally high On out district almost S;00 per spit needs pupal)94

Needless to say, them: were not vas) issues for a group of professionals whose areeis hoe hecn %kali 111

spatial needs students. r .s an outgrowth of these dist ussions, we decided its September 1991, to tondo', t in
depth study of special education programs in the region during the 1991 92 school consensus the total
question for the study was determined to be: What's Veda/ about special education?

from October du (igh earl) Apt il, we observed in classrooms and talked with school stall rcprescnlaatiwts
at the .16 elementary and middle schools in the region, as well as the three comprehensise high schools. I lie
millet visor and psychologist responsible for a particular school and I visited that school for a hall do to observe
in special education (and sometimes regular) classrooms. Generally we observed in classrooms designated b$ the
principal, counselor and special education staff; occasionally they would ac;ompany us on our class isits
spent horn II) minutes to two hours m each I lass. The observations themsek es were loosely eilmograolth no
hecklist or lorto was used. In this process we observed more than ((it) classes, l'ollocsing the olcsmatiow %se

would met with interested school stall and the principal, often for lunch, and dist INN the purposes lot tin
and their perceptions and concerns regarding special education.
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THE INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN CLASSROOM, CULTURAL AND NATURAL SYSTEMS ECOLOGIES:

UNDERSTANDING THE DEEP CHARACTERISTICS OF CULTURE AS A BASIS OF

TEACHER DECISIONMAXING IN URBAN SETTINGS

C. A. Rowers
Portland State University

ill An -..,(,141.,C Iii II:Idyl...Lind the tLl.auulll llClp. IIIIIIIIIILIte Illy inturat hi U haunt
of tin ines..age exchanges that colleen ely constitute the intended and unintended commumeation and teaming,
in urban layaooms. More specifically, Gregory liateson's way of understanding an ecology de centers the idea
of th classroom as a collection of individual students, and a teacher who brings the students' behavior and
thought processes under the control of a rationally organized lesson and classroom management plan. Writes
liateson, "Tlw total self corrective unit whit. h processes information, or, as I say, 'thinks' and 'acts' and 'decides,'
is a system whose boundaries do not at all coincide with the boundaries either of the body or of what is popularly
called the 'self' or 'consciousness': and it is important to notice that there are multiple differences between the
thinking system and the 'sell' as popularly conceived" (1972, p. 319). "The individual mind," he continues, "is
immanent, but not only in the. body. It is immanent also in the pathways and messages outside the body" (1972,
p. 4611.

Another way to understand Bateson's ecology of mind is to recognize that the ecology of the classroom is
part of a Luger cultural ecology that includes distinctive economic /political /social patterns, and that this cultural
ecology (with dominant and marginalized sub-groups) is an integral part of the information and energy
exchange welts that we' generally refer to as natural systems. A further extension of the ecology metaphor is that
past (ultinaPnatural systems relationships are present (largely at an unconscious and tulturally coded lecel) nl
the "ndoon, toot pathways" that influen,e thought and communication patterns in the classroom, and that
what happens in the elassioom will have implications for future generations who will he equally dependent upon
the Ide aistaming ehaiacterkties of natural systems (Ilrown, 1991; Daly, 1991; (fir, 19g2; Rowers, 199i). '1()

le tau tilt 11.1,1, ounce lion in it). mipa 1..eae icons- if students ieriesenting ity and dominant
OM %s,( II ifficonoord hot odor Ica, hers to hymn the (tIllui,11 11,111(1m hftlmg

towald technology, conqunciism, and what constitutes high status knowledge) that ale contributing to the
del iadation ol file susiaining natural systems. these teachers will be contributing, in effect, to increasing both
short and loog lei health and economic risks which will have the most severe impact on minority cultures.
Not iewmg the classioom as a subsystem of larger systems that connect past and future, and part of the
:,ymboh, systems Mat interact with the information/energy exchanges of natural systems, makes as much sense
today as holding to the. view of a flat earth in an age. when the earth was being circumnavigated.

Classroom as an Ecology

()ken this interactive and interdependent view of ecological systems, I would like to focus on the cunitular
and pedagogical issues in the urban classroom. Classrooms interactions (communication, or as liateson puts it
in trim. of tilt' most basic patterns: "difference which makes a difference") and learning arc multidimensional
.111,1 inoke many. pathwar.. \\gide there are significant, individualistic forms of expression, most of the
minnow, anon and lemming invokes cultural patterns that arc part of the paine ipants' "taken for wanted"

knowledge 8: I uLkmann, 1967; (welt', 19;3; ( 100denough, 1981; Bowers, 19211. In iiIntal
h1.1111 lige, Ill term. ()I tea, ling and learning in a classroom ecology that involves student., from dilIelent t littoral

Igo lei .1nd dry dittetelhes should also he considered as involving cultural dillerencesi, is to male li
t e a , long and1 1 1 1 1 1t ular decisions to the student's primary cultural group, as Roland 'harp and others sot leatly
lane howt d out it rrl, 198/, 1988; Bowers & Flinders, 1 990). I earning the patterns of the student'
pi llout torture 011111 sustained experience within the minority culture, as well as background
thei,tetnal knowledge. he latter will help illuminate patterns and processes that might otherwise he 1111M'll

dthe of the taken for granted interpretative frameworks that teachers bring to their encounters with other
ullur,tl group. In click t, grounded theory provides the language fur naming, and thus obtaining, conceptual

draant aspeL ts of experience that otherwise would go largely unrecogni/cd. For example, many tmditional
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taken for granted patterns were more easily recognized when they were named as rakist and sexist. Background
theoretical knowledge is absolutely essential, if teachers are to understand die communication and kogintive

patterns of other cultural groups and, just as importantly, to understand I lie ways in which their own curricular
and pedagogical decisions mediate the cultural learning processes in the classroom. The speak areas of
theoretical background knowledge essential for culturally responsive teaching include: the metaphorical nature
of language and thought, the nature of primary socialization and how it contributes to communicative
competence, how metacommunication patterns about relationships influence the possibilities for learning, the
cultural coding characteristics of spoken and written discourse, and how the balan( mg of power and solidarity

are worked out in the classroom. Background knowledge of these processes, and how they get worked out by

different cultural groups, will help teachers recognize more easily their own cultural patterns, the distinctive

patterns that reflect the student's primary culture, and the cultural patterns that may be shared by diverse

cultural groups.

The pedagogical and curricular implications of the background knowledge about the metaphorical/
cultural nature of thought, primary socialization, metacommunication patterns, spoken and written discourse,
framing and footing, and power and solidarity, needs to he understood in terms of the cultural patterns students

reenact in classroom settings (Bowers & Flinders, 1990, 1991). Because the classroom is an ecology of interactive

patterns ("difference which makes a difference" in tone of voice, gaze, length of pause, use of space, metaphorical
construction, printed word, averting of eye contact, overlapping talk, ilk.) it is impossible to reduce decisions about

teaching and curriculum to prefigured techniques. Rut there are certain processes that ,:an now he recognised in

terms of how they influence the student's self-image, sense of cultural identity, and development of the
cognitive/linguistic basis of communicative competence. Reinforcing the dominant cultural view that language

is a conduit for sending objective information, representing aspects of culture in a limited and highly context
independent vocabulary, and representing the "rational process" as culture-free and individually centered, lead

to a form of socialization that will actually make students dependent upon those groups who posses the power to

encode knowledge in ways that hide its social origins.

Bringing together the background knowledge necessary for teacher decisionmaking in the classroom
ecology, with knowledge of the students' primary culture, should he the central responsibility of teacher education

programs. But, as only a few teacher education programs are just now beginning to address the problems of
teaching in a culturally diverse society there is a major need for ongoing staff development programs that address
the deficiencies in the knowledge base of both new and tenured teachers.

Recommendations for Developing Teachers'

Deep CUM-al Background Knowledge

As the forthcoming recommendations are not likely to he addressed in most teacher education programs,

even in programs sensitive to culturally responsive teaching and learning, it is strongly urged that the following
aspects of the cultural reproduction process be made a primary focus of staff development programs. Each aspc:.t
of culture identified is especially crucial to culturally responsive teaching, and to being able to recognize how
curricular decisions in the ecology of the classroom relate to the larger and more critically important
cultural/natural systems ecologies. As there is a vast literature relating to each of the aspects of culture identified,
only the more theoretically important and accessible books are listed.

I. Culture and the formation of taken-for-granted beliefs:
Key concepts: Flow culture becomes part of the student's natural attitude and influences her/his
thought and communication patterns; the role of language in constituting the intersubjective self
(self-identity and cognitive patterns); the authority of taken-for-granted beliefs and why they are so

difficult to recognize.

Readings:

Berger, P. & Luckmann, T. (1967). The Social Construction cf Reality, pp. 19 143.
Bowers, C. A. (1984). The Promise of Theory: Education and the Politics of Cultural Change,

pp. 31-48.
Bowers, C. A. & Hinders, D. (1990). Responsive Teaching: Au Ecological Approach to Classroom
Patterns of Language, Culture and Thought, pp. 91-126.
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(;oodenough, W. (1981). Culture, Language, and Society, pp. 46-95.
Hall, E. (1977). Beyond Culture.

2. Role of Tradition in Cultural Continuity and Change
Key Concepts: The existence of tradition in o.eryday life; difference between lad and tradition; how

involve, the development of traditional knowledge and pm( ti(es; the nature of anti hadition
hailitions; die in)111 hadition .. un(hanging c., hailmonalism); how haditions hange Boni
%%1111111.1nd Boot without; how traditions are lost and why they (annul be recovered in their to gill
lot in; how traditions .ire invented to legitimate new forms of political and cultural dominance; the
anti tradition traditions of modern, technologically oriented cultures.

Readings:

Bowers, C. A. (1987). Elements of a Post liberal Theory of Education, pp. 53-78.
I tobsbawn, F. & Ranger, T. (1983). The invention of Tradition.
Slit's, E. (1981). Tradition.

Metaphorical Nature of the Culture/Language/Thought Connection
Key Concepts: Cultural nature of metaphorical thinking; how the root metaphors of a culture
influence the process of analogic thinking (including the use of analogic thinking in the
curriculum); how the use of iconic metaphors in the thought process reproduce earlier culturally
specific patterns of analogic thinking (that is, how language thinks us as we think within the
language); how the metaphorical nature of language and thought can lead to forms of cultural
domination; how metaphorical thinking contributes to misunderstanding the cultural aspects of the
ciulugiial crisis.

Readings:

howeis, C A. (1993). Education Cultural Myths and the Ecological Crisis: Toward
Deep ( :hanges. 1,1). tt
ituwel. A. I finders. 199(t) Responsive Teat/ling, pp. to tio.
Brown, R (1978). A Poetic for Sociology, pp. 77 I

lakolf, (;. lohnson, NI. ( 1981)). Metaphors We Live By.

4. Cultural Mediating Characteristics of Spoken and Written Discourse
key Concepts: flow written discourse fosters a sense of individualism and a de-contextuali/ed pattern
of thinking; the cognitiNc and social patterns reinforced through spoken discourse; what teachers
should understand about the curricular implications of oral and print-based discourse.

Readings:

Bowers, C. A. & Flinders, D. Responsive Teaching, pp. 157 177.
I lavelock, F. (1986). The Muse Learns to Write: Reflections on Orality and Literacy from
Antiquity to the Present.
t)kon, D., Torrance, N., & I lildyard, A. (s.). I I 986). 1 iteracy Language, and Learning: The
Nature and Consequences of Reading and Writing especially the chapters by Deborah 'fanner
.ind Wallace ('hale

t.'ultural Mediating Characterictics of Technology (especially «mtputers)
Key Concepts: How technology mediates (amplifies and mimes) aspects of human /cultural
experience; the cultural non neutrality of te(Imology, the tonne( him between computers and tut lir vs
that pi ivilege written over spoken discourse; cultural hums of knowk,fge that cannot be
ommunicated through the «nullifier.
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Readings:

Bowers, C. A. (1993, May). Critical Essays on Education, Modernity, and the
Recovery of the Ecological Imperative especially the chapters on computers, culture, and
ideology.
Bowers, C. A. (1988). The Cultural Dimensions of Educational Computing: Understanding the
Non-Neutrality of Technology.

1. (1964). Tire Technological Society especially chapters I and 2.
(;arson, B. (1988). The Electronic Sweatshop.
Ihde, D. (1979). Technic and Praxis, pp. 53-65.

6. Ideology as Expression of Specific Cultural Orientation
Key Concepts: Ideology as expression of deepest symbolic foundations that guide thought and
everyday cultural practices; how debates over educational reform are framed by different expressions
of liberal and conservative ideologies; how the educational expression of liberal ideologies
(emancipatory, neo-romantic, and technicist traditions) privilege change over tradition, and the
individual over community; how modernizing ideologies contribute to educational practices that are
deepening the ecological crisis; ideology and the content of the curriculum in a culturally diverse
urban classroom.

Readings:

Geertz, C. (1973). Interpretations of Culture, pp. 193 -233.
Bowers, C. A. (1987). Elements of a Post Liberal Theory of Education.
Bell, D. (1978). The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism, pp. 1-119.
Bowers, C. A. (1993). Education, Cultural Myths and the Ecological Crisis, pp. 35 11(,.

7. Characteristics of Ecologically Sustainable Cultures (and by extension, characteristics of
unsustainable cultures)
Key Concepts: The connection between beliefs and practices of the dominant culture and the
ecological crisis; how curriculum materials reinforce the cultural myth of progress and technological
empowerment; how modern cultural assumptions have led to the denigration of ecological')
centered cultures; the identification and ITInfOrielliellt within the curriculum of beliefs and practices
of urban cultural groups that contribute to long term ecological sustainability.

Readings:

Brown, L. (1991). State of the World, pp. 3 -19, 153 169.
Daly, H. (1991). Steady-State Economics, pp. 14 49.
Orr, D. ( 1992). Ecological Literacy: Education and the Transition to a Postmodern World,
pp. 3 22, 85-96.
Bowers, C. A. (1993). Education Cultural Myths and the Ecological Crisis: Toward Deep
Changes, pp. 154 217.
Bowers, C. A. (1993). Critical Essays on Education Modernity and the Recovery of the
Ecological Imperative -- especially the chapter on what urban teachers can learn from
traditional ecologically-centered cultures.
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cultures. She has published widely in both professional journals and in
periodicals addressed to educational and community policy-making
organizations. Dr. Lee currently serves as Research investigator in the Center
for Human Growth and Development at the University of Michigan.

Dr. Lytle received his doctorate in educational administration from Stanford
University. He has had a distinguished career in the School District of
Philadelphia working on instructional development, innovative programs
and research projects, and district leadership. Dr. Lytle has published widely in
educational research and policy publications, concerns of urban learners,
special education and teacher training are repeated interests in his career. He
serves as an adjunct faculty member at both the University of Pennsylvania
and Temple University. Dr. Lytle is now the Assistant Superintendent of
Schools and Regional Support of the School District of Philadelphia.

Dr. Tharp received his doctorate in psychology from the University of
Michigan and has had a distinguished career in the field for nearly three
decades. His work has focused on the needs of minority learners and the
importance of teacher sensitivity to a multicultural perspective. Project KEEP
(Kamehameha Early Education Program) in Hawaii is just one of the
significant programs Dr. Tharp has led and it is the subject of an
internationally well-known book. His bibliography includes many studies in
the area of cross-cultural psychology. He is a published poet, as well. Dr.
Tharp serves on a number of boards and commissions in the United States
and abroad. He is currently the Chair of the Board of Studies in Education,
Professor of Education and Psychology, and Fellow of Crown College,
University of California at Santa Cruz.

Dr. Williams, Director of the Urban Education Project at Research for Better
Schools, is a psychologist with nearly 20 years of experience studying the
academic achievement patterns of culturally different and poor students in
urban districts. Her experiences and research have specifically focused on the
influence of cultural environments on learning and the implications for
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and staff development.

Dr. Winfield received her doctorate in Learning and Cognition from the
University of Delaware. Her experience has included project research at
several distinguished universities and research organizations. She has
conducted a number of studies in major urban school districts, in areas related
to achievement, compensatory education, and the assessment of literacy. She
is particularly interested in alterable school organizations and practices to
serve diverse racial/ethnic groups of students. While she is currently a visiting
faculty member at the University of California, Los Angeles, Dr. Winfield
serves as the Principal Research Scientist at the Center for Research on
Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students at the Johns Hopkins
University.
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